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Nano Particles, Mega Problems?

Nanotechnology is seeping into
everything from socks to sunscreen.
Scientists and watchdogs worry
about the known – and unknown –
dangers.
By CAROLE BASS
It’s a beautiful summer day.
You pull on your stain-resistant
cargo shorts and odour-resistant hiking
socks, gulp down an energy-boosting
supplement, slather yourself with
sunscreen and head out for a ramble in
the woods. Are you poisoning yourself?
When you get home, you jump in the
shower and toss your clothes in the wash.
Are you poisoning the environment?
Maybe.
Your sunscreen, energy drink and
high-tech clothing may be among the
800-plus consumer products made with
nanomaterials: those manufactured at
the scale of atoms and molecules.
Sunscreen that turns clear on the
skin contains titanium dioxide, an
ordinary UV-blocker in extraordinarily
small particles. Odour-eating socks
are made with atoms of germ-killing
silver. Supplement makers boast of
amazing health effects from swallowing
nanosolutions that are completely
untested for effectiveness or safety.
And that stain-repellant clothing? The
manufacturer won’t even tell you what
nanomaterials are in it.
The problem is not just that you, the

consumer, don’t know what’s in the
products you use. The much bigger
problem is that at the nanoscale, common
substances behave in uncommon ways.
And nobody – not even the world’s
leading nanoscientists – knows what

Nano particle looks like a fanciful toilet

nanoparticles do inside the body or in the
environment.
Nanotechnology, a fast-growing global
industry, is essentially unregulated.
Advocates and independent scientists
agree that we need to get ahead of the
risks before it’s too late. Some call for a
moratorium on the riskiest nanoproducts.
Some say we just need more research
– and more protection for workers in
the meantime. All are worried about
unleashing a powerful new technology
that could have vast unintended
consequences. Nanomaterials are in

food, cosmetics, clothing, toys and
scores of other everyday products. Yet
when it comes to trying to get a handle
on them, we can’t answer the most basic
questions:
• What companies are using nanomaterials and where?
• What kinds and in what amounts?
• How much of the potentially hazardous
stuff is escaping into the air, water and
soil? Into our food and drinks?
Nobody knows.
At a February 2009 workshop on
what research is needed to better understand nanorisks, speaker after speaker
presented questions without answers.
Rutgers University environmental scientist Paul Lioy, assigned to talk about
human exposures to nanomaterials, was
especially blunt.
“This is basically virgin territory,” he
said. “The fact that it’s virgin territory
is not good for the field and it should be
fixed really quick.”

Big benefits, big risks?
Nanomaterials are not new. Some
exist naturally, and others result from
combustion – like the ultrafine particles
in diesel exhaust that have been linked
to respiratory and heart diseases.
What’s new is nanotechnology, the
ability to manufacture and manipulate
minuscule materials into forms such as
quantum dots, spherical buckyballs,
and cylindrical carbon nanotubes.
See NANO on page 10

The Birthing of
‘Cosmic Tools’
By WENDY PETERS
here is opportunity in
difficulty, and Joe Fedorowich
and Sharon Granove, Master Reiki
Practitioners and owners of Cosmic Tools:
A Therapeutic Gift Shoppe, understand
this better than most.

T

The wake-up call
On a cold Manitoba morning in December
2003, a major artery burst in Sharon’s
brain and she was rushed to the hospital.
Her medical team, who did not expect her
to even survive the aneurysm, continue
to be astonished by her recovery. Some
consider it a miracle.
Sharon’s experience bears striking
resemblance to that of Jill Bolte Taylor, the
brain scientist who has recently captured
the attention of the Western media (Oprah
included) with her riveting account of
what it was like to have her left brain go
completely off-line eight years ago–and
the conclusions she has come to about the
nature of consciousness as a result.
Like Jill, who chronicles her experience
in the book My Stroke of Insight: A Brain
Scientist’s Personal Journey, Sharon
experienced the complete loss of identity
associated with left brain trauma.
All the knowledge, memory and skill
accumulated over her lifetime that made
Sharon Sharon, was completely gone.
And yet, somehow, astonishingly, “she”
remained. The end of her personality
See cosmic on page 2
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PSYCHIC FAIR
Saturday, March 20, 2010
10 am to 6 pm

UNITY CENTER
Arlington at Portage (NW corner)

$2 admission

Psychics
Psychics
Readings
Readings
Spirity
stufftotobuy
buy
Spirity stuff
Psychic Fair
Space rental $40, register now- limited tables,
revnikkishorten@hotmail.com 792-4657

YOGA: KUNDALINI YIN/YANG
Yamuna Body Rolling Reiki
Classes start the week of JAN 11th
SPECIAL EVENTS
FREE Full Moon Meditation: Sun, Jan. 31
Time: 7-8 pm
Yamuma Body Rolling: It’s Health,
Fitness & Massage rolled into one!
Hips & Legs: Feb. 7
Neck & Shoulders: Mar. 7
Time: 1-2:30 pm
Fee: $25 each (includes GST)
NOTE: Equipment is provided. Pre-registration is
required. Call for location.

Teacher: Kirti Kaur (aka Deborah Smith)
R.Y.T., Certified Yoga, Body Rolling & Reiki Teacher

For registration and more information call: 792-3341

was not the end of her, and Sharon, like
Jill, experienced the consciousness that
resides behind our consciousness – the
I AM that supports our performance as
this ego/personality.
As a difficult opportunity of grand
proportions, Sharon’s aneurysm was
a wake-up call with the potential to
facilitate profound life change. With all
the subtly of a bull in a china shop, it got
her and Joe’s full, undivided attention.
Before the aneurysm, Joe and Sharon
were struggling with the tricky human
business of trying to honour themselves
and each other while under fire by a bevy
of the usual suspects: the gradual loss
of meaning which accompanies work
not motivated by passion, the erosion of
security that results when the amount
of money that is available is not the
amount that is needed, and the mounting
evidence that their own bodies might not
be entirely trustworthy.
The soundtrack to this part of their lives
could easily have been the poignant Peggy
Lee standard, “Is That All There Is?”
When Joe rushed into the ICU that day
in December and saw Sharon unconscious
and hooked up to a tangle of tubes and
machinery, he says he “cracked wide
open,” experiencing in that moment what
he describes as “unconditional love.” It
was an awakening of sorts, an openness
that showed no signs of leaving, and when
someone suggested a Reiki practitioner
be added to Sharon’s rehabilitation team,
he agreed without hesitation.
Enter Bernadette Koroscil, a Reiki
practitioner and medical intuitive who
would eventually become teacher, mentor
and colleague to Sharon and Joe both.

Reiki to the rescue
Reiki, I have learned, is a technique
that acknowledges humans as having
an energetic component which can be
perceived and influenced. The Reiki
practitioner is a channel for life force or
source energy, able to wield it consciously
and with the intention to facilitate the
release of negative energy being held in
the body.
Sharon’s first session with Bernadette
was a revelation for Joe, who, curious
to check out this mysterious Reiki, had
opted to stay and watch. The last thing
he expected was to be able to feel this
life force energy, but feel it he did. Is
there anything more compelling than
direct experience? Nope. He was hooked,
curious as hell, and determined to learn
everything he could about what he had
just felt.
Sharon’s first experience of Reiki was
no less profound. Without the left brain
to organize her experience in the way
she was used to, what stepped up was
her right brain, a powerful interpreter
of experience in its own right. Sharon
couldn’t communicate using language,
and yet she was receiving a great deal
of information about what was going
on in and around her. She no longer
experienced people from the outside-in,
but from the inside-out, with immediate
access to the underlying feeling-tone of
everyone she came into contact with. It
was like having a backstage pass to the
states of being of others.

to meet two of his students while
interviewing Joe and their respect and
enthusiasm for their teacher was apparent.
Not surprisingly, a community has
sprung up as a result of Joe’s teaching and
this has inspired him to dream the dream
of creating a community of practitioners
dedicated to serving the highest good of
their clients while mentoring each other.
In keeping with this vision, Cosmic
Tool’s private session room is available
to rent by the hour or day by qualified
practitioners.

Joe and Sharon
So, for Sharon, what stood out in
her first Reiki session wasn’t that she
could feel or sense the life force energy,
but that it felt so profoundly healing.
Moreover, Bernadette was wielding it
consciously, guiding it with her intention
to support Sharon’s highest good.
Sharon immediately grasped the healing
potential of this energy, and she too
was hooked.

Making a beeline: Joe’s path
It fast became obvious that Sharon
could benefit from more than the one
session a week she and Joe were able
to afford, and so began Joe’s education
as a Reiki practitioner. Early in Sharon’s
rehabilitation, he received the first Reiki
“attunement” from his new teacher,
Bernadette, and was able to bathe
Sharon in life force energy as often as
she needed it.
Joe was an enthusiastic student with a
voracious appetite for knowledge and an
unrelenting desire for growth. He made
steady progress, eventually becoming
a Master practitioner of both Usui and
Karuna Reiki. His education did not stop
there, though. Ever the intrepid explorer
of all things energetic, Joe is currently
studying with Peter Calhoun and Jade
Wah’oo Grigori, both shamans.
Joe has come a long way from those
early days in Sharon’s hospital room.
Today, he and Sharon own Cosmic Tools:
A Therapeutic Gift Shoppe, a venture
that brings all of his passions together in
one place. The shop itself is an artfully
arranged playground of jewelry and
giftware that incorporate crystals, “our
first dimensional friends of the mineral
kingdom,” as Joe likes to call them.
The shop’s twin five-foot-tall amethyst
geodes alone are worth the visit.
Tucked away in the back of Cosmic
Tools is a private session room where
Joe works with clients, practicing his
unique style which, although grounded
in the principles of Reiki, draws on the
full breadth of what he has learned about
humans as a multi-dimensional energetic
beings. His intention as a practitioner? To
support his clients for their highest good
by facilitating the release of negative
energy that is thwarting their intentions
to live joyful, satisfying lives.
Joe, a natural born teacher, also teaches
classes in Reiki. I had the opportunity

A long and winding road: Sharon’s
path
As soon as she was well enough to leave
the hospital, Sharon began studying
Reiki with Bernadette as well, eventually
becoming a Reiki Master herself. She
too, has developed her own unique
flavour, a specialty, if you will.
At some point early on in her recovery,
Sharon became aware that even though
her left brain was becoming stronger
every day, the heightened sensitivity
of her right brain remained, and was
particularly attuned to children and
seniors. So, it is to these two groups
she feels most drawn to support as a
practitioner, intuitively “seeing” straight
through to the heart of their issues
and facilitating the release of negative
emotional energy.
Sharon’s recovery may have been a
miracle, but it has also been long and
arduous. Today, her road to recovery is
almost complete, but it has been fully
six years in the making. Like Joe, she
has spent these last six years exploring
the world of energy, but from an entirely
different angle, as the stuff of her spiritual
work has been integrating the recovery
of her left brain skill set with her newly
awakened right brain sensitivity.
Being and doing: the tale end
Equal but different is how Sharon and
Joe seem to me – being and doing in
balanced proportion. Sharon grounds the
enterprise with her quiet steady presence
and Joe, crackling with energy, is the one
who enlivens it.
Today, Joe and Sharon share a quality
of relationship that they could not have
imagined before Sharon’s aneurysm.
It is the kind of partnership where the
promises made are these: to tell the truth
with compassion and to keep each other
awake and moving forward on their
paths as spiritual beings having a human
experience.
They know now that the answer to
Peggy Lee’s question “Is that all there
is?” is an emphatic “No.” u
For Further Information
Cosmic Tools: A Therapeutic Gift
Shoppe
Shares space with Galactic Glass
Blowing Inc.,
651 Corydon Avenue, Winnipeg
Phone: 479-7526
Email:cosmictools@gmil.com
Website: www.cosmictoolsshoppe.com.
Watch for upcoming workshops.
Wendy Peters is Winnipeg freelance
writer all set to launch her shiny new
website www.wendypeters.ca. She can
be reached at wendy@scottcairns.ca.

Like ornaments, thoughts of special people brighten the season and warm our hearts.
Best wishes for happy holidays and a great New Year from the staff of The Aquarian.
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The World of Orbs and Unusual Light Forms

By ANNA OLSON
y interest in orbs blossomed
this past summer when I met someone who had photographed orbs and
unusual lights in the Sedona area and
turned them into a book. And then I
stumbled onto another book written by
a couple in England who had taken shots
of orbs and other strange light forms for
the past four years.
Roaming the Internet, I found I was a
latecomer to the subject. Interest in orbs
has been building for at least two decades.
People have been seeing these little globs
of light appear on their photographs and
have been looking for explanations.
Interpretations run the gamut from
camera distortion, digital manipulation,
lens flare, dust reflection – to the presence
of fairies, elves, spirits of the unborn or
deceased, protoplasm, ball lightning –
to particles of spirit consciousness that
want to communicate with us.
Whew! That’s quite a range of explanations. It’s too much to do a definitive treatise on the subject, so I thought I would
just focus on the two books I came across:
Orbs, Lights and Clouds: Experiences
with Nature by Cher-yl Gander Spagnolo
– and Beyond Photography: Encounters
with Orbs, Angels and Mysterious Lightforms by John Pickering and Katie Hall.
In the sidebar, you’ll see a sampling of
other points of view.

M

Sedona: spirited energy
In 2006, Cher-yl Gander Spagnolo moved
to a small town near Sedona at the urging
of her spirit guides. Cher-yl (spelled that
way at the suggestion of a native friend
who claimed it had a mystical mean-

ing when hyphenated) has been psychic
since childhood, with a special love for
communicating with nature. In the introduction to her book, Orbs, Lights and
Clouds, she says that in her new home
“the environment itself
seemed to respond instantly
to my connection with it.”
Many of the pictures in
her full-colour book depict
what Cher-yl calls plant
orbs. They appear flattish,
irregular and green or
greenish blue instead of the
opalescent orbs associated
with people. Successive pictures show
the orbs moving around.
In other pictures, we see various shapes,
colours and quantities of orbs in caves
and around people. Some pictures were
taken before drumming ceremonies and
then afterwards, and show an increase in
orb activity.
I met Cher-yl at a retreat in Clear Lake,
Manitoba, this past summer. I was impressed with her sincerity and commitment to a spiritual path. I’m willing to
take a leap of faith that the pictures are
not the result of camera distortion or computer manipulation. Cher-yl sensed spirit
energy and received messages at different
times. You might want to go to her website to see some pictures in colour. Blackand-white does not do justice.
In the book, Cher-yl gives an
explanation for the presence of orbs
given to her in a meditation:
“We are energy beings, a source of light
energy. We are able to be seen, as you
are in a frequency that is within the same
range as ours and thus available to be

perceived. Our communication with you
is through vibration or energy exchange.
Your frequency is what attracts us and
allows us to be seen or sensed.”
Several pictures have a soft violet
light flowing through part of
them. None of these lights
were visible to the naked eye
but appeared in her digital
camera and when printed.
The photo that inspired the
book is on the cover. “I was
engulfed in a beautiful energy
emanating from somewhere
nearby,” writes Cher-yl. “I
closed my eyes as I remained bathed in
this beautiful living energy.” She asked
the energy where it was coming from and
felt her eyes drawn to a particular rock.
She took a picture that revealed a violet
light emanating from the rock. She was
surprised, as she had not seen it with her
eyes. Included in the book are three more
pictures of nature spots where violet light
appeared on the photo but was not visible
to the eye.
Later, Cher-yl received a communication from beings that called themselves
the Angels of the Violet Flame. Cher-yl
learned that “…our awareness would
be opening up to the presence of Light
Beings of other dimensions who are here
to assist us in maintaining our light.”
They also stated that staying in a love vibration is what would protect people in
times of trouble.

Orbs: a sign of the times
“From the moment the mysterious
luminosities first appeared, we were
enchanted, drawn in by a strange

chriskehler holistic practitioner

781-0710

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

FOOT BATH DETOX
2 for 1
Book a foot bath at regular price of
$30.00 & bring a friend for free.
Also, with every foot bath, enter to
win a NU SKIN GALVANIC SPA valued
at $350.00
One spa will be drawn in December
and another in February
Evening & Weekend Appointments Available.
ASK ABOUT OUR GROUP RATES FOR PARTIES

chriskehler

holistic practitioner

and fascinating enigma,” writes
John Pickering. (Although both John
Pickering and Katie Hall are listed as
authors, Pickering writes the book from
the first person, with quotes from Hall
interspersed.)
Pickering and Hall, who live in
Brackenbeck, England, began their fascination with orbs in 2002 when they
happened to photograph
a strange ball of
light against a
tree – after which
orbs began to
appear regularly on
their photographs.
Using their digital
camera in the previous two years had not
produced any orbs.
After four years of
photographing first orbs, then “winged
apparitions,” light rods and swirling,
ghostly shapes – they wrote Beyond
Photography which is loaded with black
and white as well as colour pictures of
these puzzling “luminosities” (their
word).
Pickering claims orbs are found in
pictures from all kinds of cameras. He
has seen orbs ranging from the very large
to the very small, with “many showing
a faceted, disc-like structure, and some
whitish spheres with blue or pink tints.
We’ve also occasionally had bright
orange coloured orbs,” he says.
In the house, Pickering and Hall could
get pictures of orbs only in the living
room. One evening, they had guests over
and the conversation drifted to orbs.
The skeptical ones suggested that it was
See ORBS on page 6

Yoga, Meditation
& Yoga Music

39 St. Anne’s Rd.
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with Beth Martens a.k.a. Vijaya

“That first class [with Beth] opened up a doorway to an inner awareness that is still unravelling
three years later. Her yoga introduced me to a dimension of BEING that trascended Mind / Thought,
and yet enhanced it at the same time.”
– Brad Hercina, Campbell River, BC

YOGA CLASSES

Moderate & Vigorous Flow Yoga (12 weeks)

Mondays: 7:30 - 8:30 PM (Jan 4 to Mar 22 at Norwood CC)

Power Flow Yoga Levels 2 & 3 (12 weeks)
Tuesdays: 8:00 - 9:10 PM (Jan 5 to Mar 23 Lindenwoods CC)

Gentle and Beginner Vinyaasa Flow Yoga (12 weeks)

Wednesdays: 3:30 - 4:30 PM (Jan 6 - Mar 24 at Norwood CC)
Wednesdays: 6:30 - 7:30 PM (Jan 6 - Mar 24 at Norwood CC)

Family Yoga (NEW! 12 weeks)
Thursdays: 5:15 - 6:15 PM (Jan 7 - April 1 at Lindenwoods CC)

Power Flow Yoga (12 weeks)
Thursdays: 6:30 - 7:45 PM (Jan 7 - April 1 at Lindenwoods CC)

Beginner & Restorative Yoga (NEW! 12 weeks)
Thursdays: 8:45 - 9:30 PM (Jan 7 - April 1 at Lindenwoods CC)

WORKSHOPS

WindSong: Yoga, Sound & Breath Experience (Charisma, Wolseley)
Rites of Change: Dec 6, 12:00 - 3:00 PM
Creativity at the Source: Jan 24, 12:00 - 3:00 PM
Shadow Works: Feb 28, 12 - 3 PM
Rites of Change: Mar 28, 12 - 3 PM

Restorative & Meditative Yoga (Lindenwoods CC)

December 17: 6:00 - 9:00 PM
April 1: 6:00 - 9:00 PM

MUSIC

Kirtan & Concerts

Concert: Feb 6, 7:00 - 8:00 PM - Charisma Restaurant
Opening: Feb 18, 7:00 PM - for book release of Jeff Brown’s Soulshaping McNally, Grant Park
Kirtan: Feb 19, 7:30 - 9:30 PM - Yoga Centre Winnipeg (advance tickets only)
Concert: Mar 6, 7:00 - 8:00 PM - Charisma Restaurant
Concert: April 3, 7:00 - 8:00 PM - Charisma Restaurant

Please visit www.bethmartens.com for more information
To register: Call (204) 775-1100 or email yoga@bethmartens.com
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nutrispeak
By Vesanto Melina

The One-day
Meatless Miracle

G

oing vegetarian, at least one
day each week, is becoming the “green” thing
to do worldwide.
In Israel, upscale restaurants promote “Vegetarian
Mondays,” an initiative that encourages people to
explore veggie options and contribute to the fight
against global warming.
Sir Paul McCartney has been promoting a similar
program in Britain and Australia. In the U.S., the
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
in Baltimore sponsors “Meatless Mondays” to help
Americans eat healthier foods, which are also easier
on animals and the environment.
Earlier this year, the federal environment agency
in Germany asked people to return to pre-war
norms of eating meat on special occasions only and
to otherwise model their dietary habits on people in
Mediterranean countries. The number of vegetarians
in Germany increased from 0.4 percent in 1983 to
approximately 10 percent a quarter century later.
In the Belgian city of Ghent, officials established
Thursday as the day to go meatless, calling it
Veggiedag. In this city of a quarter-million people,
the mayor asked fellow civil servants to abstain
from meat every Thursday; restaurants extended
their vegetarian menus; and vegetarian meals will
be served in city schools.
This seems to be an appealing solution for those
who wish to reduce their meat consumption for
health or environmental reasons, but who don’t want
to give up meat altogether.
This wave of enthusiasm is powered, in part,
by environmental concerns and a love for our
planet. A report by the World Resources Institute
(www.wri.org) indicates how important it is that
people reduce their meat consumption in order to
help halt water pollution, climate change and other
environmental problems.
This follows the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations’ (FAO) paper, “Livestock’s

www.aquarianonline.com

Long Shadow,” which concluded that the
meat industry is one of the most significant contributors to today’s most serious
environmental problems and that urgent
action is required to remedy the situation.
In the Live Earth Global Warming
Survival Handbook, author David de
Rothschild cites the refusal to eat meat as
the “single most effective thing you can
do to reduce your carbon footprint.” It takes significantly less water, land, grain and other resources to
produce a plant-based diet than a meat-based one.
A vegetarian diet
has a lot going for
it. According to the
American Dietetic
Association’s
literature, “A vegetarian diet is associated
with a lower risk of
death from ischemic
heart disease. When
compared with nonvegetarians, vegetarians have lower lowSir Paul McCartney makes
density lipoprotein
his point: “Eat no cow.”
cholesterol levels,
lower blood pressure, lower rates of hypertension,
less type 2 diabetes, lower overall cancer rates, and
less obesity. Dietary features that may reduce risk
of chronic disease include lower intakes of saturated fat and cholesterol and higher intakes of fruits,
vegetables, whole grains, nuts, soyfoods, fibre and
phytochemicals.”
If you’re inspired, pick one day a week not to
eat meat. When you have comfortably made that
transition, try it for two days a week. u
Vesanto Melina is a registered dietitian and
author of a number of nutrition classics, including
Becoming Vegetarian, Becoming Vegan, Raising
Vegetarian Children and the Food Allergy Survival
Guide. To book a personal consultation with
Vesanto in Langley, call (604) 882-6782 or go to
www.nutrispeak.com.
To sign a relevant petition online, visit www.
meatfreepetition.com.

For your holiday gifts, please consider shopping with
our advertisers. They make this newspaper possible.

Vitality Wellness
Center
Grand Re-Opening
Join us for a cup of tea and take a tour of the
new Center.
When: Saturday Dec 5th from 11-3.

Relax

Recharge

Rejuvenate

Gift Certificates Available
Wellness Sessions Spa Sessions Wellness Products
Chi Machine, ERE, E-Power, HotHouse, Salt Lamps,
Orgon Generators
3305 Portage Ave
Winnipeg, MB R3K 0w7

50% off

Phone: 204-831-8842
E-mail: vwc@mts.net
www.vitalitywellness.ca

Bring in this ad and receive 50% off
your initial SOQI detox spa session.
Offer expires Feb 27, 2010

advertising@aquarianonline.com

If you have problems with:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Lack of exercise and bad circulation
Weight Loss
Tired and sore muscles
Poor digestion, and constipation
Arthritis, back pain
Nervousness, insomnia
Chronic conditions

The Chi Machine & Far Infrared
treatment are for you.

Lie down, relax, and let it happen!
I’d be delighted to introduce you to
HTE Canada.
Products and Business Opportunities.

Joan McLaren

Ph. 489 5017

16th Annual
January 22-24, 2010

Carol Radway, B.A.
22 Years of Experience with
Spiritual Counselling Modalities:

The Way of the Shaman
Shamanic Journeying,
Power, and Healing

Feng Shui
Past Life Regressions
Parental Merging Therapy
Sufism and Channeled Readings

The Basic Workshop in Core Shamanism
April 10 – 11, 2010, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Winnipeg, MB
$250.00

Learn how to journey to restore spiritual power
and health and how Shamanism can be applied to
daily life to help heal oneself, others and our planet.
Instructed by Gizelle Rhyon-Berry, M.A.Ed.
To register or for more information please contact:

Kristel Kernaghan

204-489-7866
divineclarity@gmail.com
www.shamanism.org

Chakra Readings and Healings

3141 Portage Ave.

Call 204.889.9089

www.sundragonstudios.ca
Specializing in: massage therapy * doula services * body talk therapy
* reflexology * reiki * iridology * nutritional counselling
* craniosacral therapy * infant massage classes

Celine Downs, reflexologist/reiki therapist
cell: 510-7339
Karen Bilous, doula/prenatal massage therapist
cell: 612-0581

The Couple’s Journey

Jackie Clark, therapeutic massage therapist
phone: 889-9089

Check www.carolradway.com

Jeanine Piche, therapeutic massage therapist
phone: 889-9089

Call 204-786-6585

Patricia O’Brien, body talk therapist
phone: 889-9089
Christine Chisholm, craniosacral therapy/infant massage
cell: 230-4523

www.aquarianonline.com
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View from the Veg
By THE VEGHEADZ

Going Bananas
z Screen Printing z Embroidery z Banners & Signs
z Promotional Products z Team Uniforms
Franchise Development
101-478 River Avenue, Suite 424
Winnipeg, MB R3L 0B3
204.799.7956
boxes tshirts openers note bags pens dress shirts tickets flashlight shirts
tumblers calculators tote bags tshirts golf shirts water bottles padfolios
pencils fans knives bottle opener shirts letter opener clips picture frames
pins portfolios lunch bags pens coffee mugs flashlight magnets jackets
tshirts badges canister pens pencils jackets stickers team uniforms
corporate apparel picture frames wind chimes mugs cups knive napkins
chains golf shirts banner stands koozie window lettering fans banners
openers caps magnet stickers boxes tshirts openers notepads bags pens
tshirts tickets flashlight shirts tumblers shirts jackets mouse pads umbrellas
coolers water bottles coffee mugs tumbler stationery clocks letter holders
promotional products organizers pencil cases koozie window lettering fans
openers caps magnet boxes tshirts openers notepads bags pens team
uniforms dress shirts tickets flashlight shirts tumblers signages stickers
shirts jackets mouse pads umbrellas coolers vehicle lettering water bottles
coffee mugs tumbler stationery clocks letter holders organizers pencil

SHIFTING
M E T A P H Y S I C A L SANDS
Will Be Offering Introductory Workshops:
• Archetypes
• Alternative Healing
• Candle Magic
• Charkras
• Crystals

• Meditation
• Pendulum
• Psychometry
• Ritual
• Spirit Guides

• Shamanism
• The Goddess
• The Law of Attraction
• The Power of Now

10 week classes:

Tarot • “Wicca 101”

And Monthly Group Sessions:

Awakening the Hero Within • Men’s Workshop • Women’s Workshop

*Classes will be held based on interest
Call 475-3796 or visit 719 Osborne Street
More information on the web: www.shiftingsands.ws

Space for meetings available to rent

Where Creativity,
Spirituality & the Body meet.
NOURISHING THE SOUL SERIES

M

mmm bananas! They’re often baby’s first
solid food. We grow up on peanut butterbanana sandwiches, banana cream pie and banana
milkshakes. We grab one for a snack or add to bag
lunches. Bananas and Westerners have had a love
affair for over 130 years.
Uh, oh –storms on the horizon. Our current banana
cultivar, Cavendish, is at risk of dying out due to
Panama disease, which turns the fruit brick red and
hard in places. This fungus, fusarium oxysporum,
also destroys the banana plants and infects the
offshoots that are used to start new plants.
What’s really at fault is the industrial method of
growing bananas – monoculture on large tracts of
land. Corporations have dominated the agricultural
sector in many tropical countries to produce banana
“cash crops.” Panama disease gets into the plantation
and runs rampant. (See a review of Banana: The
Fate of the Fruit that Changed the World on page 16.)
Already, one type of banana has become extinct
and the current one is next on the list. One wag says
the day may not be far off when all stores will be
saying, “Yes, we have no bananas.”
We VegHeadz are sad. We can help by buying organic because organic farmers have smaller farms
and look after the soil better but the day may come
when we have to bid a fond adieu to our banana friend.
Bananas taste good – that’s a given. While not in
the category of a superfood, they do make a respectable contribution to your daily intake of vitamins
B6 and C, fibre, magnesium, manganese and (of
course) potassium. Factor in the lack of saturated
fat, cholesterol and sodium, and you have a heartand brain-healthy way to sweeten your cereal, perk
up your muffins or pop a raw snack.
Here are some interesting notes from banana-land.
• The word banana is derived from the Arab word
“banan,” which means finger.
• Bananas were first found in Malaysia and through
trade, made their way to India then to Europe and
graced U.S. shores in 1876. Today, most bananas
for North America are imported from Central and
South America.
• Despite bananas being a tropical fruit, they can be
grown in Iceland by heating the soil with geysers.
• Chemicals used in the growing of bananas are
absorbed by the fruit so peeling does not remove
them. Organic (as usual) is best.
There are loads of recipes for banana bread,

Where bananas come from – the pistils
at the base of the edible “male” part.

muffins and pies on the Internet and in cookbooks.
Here, we offer two unusual recipes plus one for
banana bread.
Bananas and Coconut
7 ripe bananas
2 T. water
2 T. brown sugar
3 T. lime juice
1 C. tofu cream (whip Silken tofu with 1 T. maple
syrup and 1/2 t. cinnamon) or cream (whipping
cream or half-and-half)
2 C. grated coconut, lightly toasted
1 orange
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Slice 6 bananas
and arrange in layers in a greased ovenproof dish.
Sprinkle the lime juice, water and sugar between
each of the layers. Bake for 15 minutes or until the
bananas turn a reddish colour. Let cool. Whip the
tofu with maple syrup. Stir in half of the grated coconut and spread the mixture over the baked bananas. Sprinkle the remaining coconut on the top. Chill.
When ready to serve, slice the remaining banana and
dip in lime or lemon juice to prevent discolouration.
Arrange on top alternately with orange sections.
Vegheadz notes: We tried the recipe without
cooking the bananas and it tasted fine. Little bits of
chopped candied ginger are a nice addition.
Banana Jam
7-8 peeled medium bananas
1 C. sugar
1 C. pineapple juice
Juice of 2 lemons
Place half of the peeled bananas in a large
saucepan and mash. Slice up the other bananas and
add them to the pan. Stir in the lemon and pineapple
juices. Add sugar and heat on a low setting until the
sugar dissolves. Bring to a boil for about 3 minutes
See View on page 19

Time flies like an arrow, but
fruit flies like a banana.

DANCE your PRAYERS

If you can breathe then you can dance
Enter a transformational & sacred journey within
To move, heal & connect with joy
When: Sunday, January 17th, 2010 4-6pm
Sunday, March 7th, 2010 4-6pm
Sunday, April 11th, 2010 4-6pm
Where: Franco Manitoban Centre 340 Provencher Blvd (studio) $20
free2be@mts.net to reserve a spot

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS 2010

Inner Transformation: Living your life to the fullest
Thurs, Jan 14th, 7-10 pm & Fri, Jan 15th 9-4 pm 2010
$160 before Dec 20th or $180 after
A spiritual journey of the soul
Creating Inner Balance in your life
Thursday, March 11th, 7-9:30pm $35
A journey through the Chakra system
Listening to your body’s inner wisdom
Friday, May 7th, 9-4 pm $125

(M.A. Counselling Psych.)

www.souls-journey.com

TEL 475-5339

Inspired by various traditions
from around the world, we use
music & dance to express joy &
celebrate community, no partner
or experience needed.

Come join us in the dance.

We dance every second Sunday
in Winnipeg when possible, every
Tuesday in Gimli if we can.
Call Frederick 204 389 5985
fbieber@mts.net
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orbs continued from page 3
the big mirror in the room that produced
the orbs, so they removed the mirror
and took pictures with two different
digital cameras.
No orbs – hoots of laughter. Hall
suggested taking more pictures before
saying case closed. Three or four orbs
appeared. One guest said, “I’d be more
impressed if you’d got a whole roomful.”
Click go the cameras and this time one of
them showed a room full of orbs. Mega

PSYCH-K

®

shock for the skeptics. Next round, no
orbs at all.
“They seemed to have made their point
and gone,” says Pickering.
Pickering and Hall also photographed
what they called a “winged apparition.”
After the first experience, many different
forms crept into their photos: ghostly
apparitions, a “water sprite” that seemed
to stand in the a brook, and “light rods.”
This hasn’t been easy for Pickering and
Hall to absorb. Pickering describes their
emotional journey in detail: their initial
puzzlement; their frustration that the
various luminosities wouldn’t manifest
on cue; their worry that their venture was
against Christianity; and feeling bruised
by debunkers who were determined
to prove the pictures false. But they
kept taking pictures and reading and
corresponding with people about what
they were seeing – and after four years
put a book together about the experience.
Pickering’s poetic conclusion: “Out
of the dark they come – spheres,
luminosities, light-forms; like angel
messengers, writing in symbols of light.
Something is happening – just a glimmer,
a twinkle, a flash of light. Something
different – something Other.”
zzz
I include a snapshot that was taken
many years ago at my cabin. I have no
idea what caused that opalescent golf
ball image with a notch in it. Could it be
a mothership orb from which all other
orbs are made? I joke – but if anyone has

WORKSHOP

Rewrite the Software of Your Mind
Change the Printout of Your Life!

Henry Ford once said,
“If you believe you can, or if you believe you can’t ... you’re right.”
Just imagine having strategies that enable you to achieve anything you want.
Most of us talk ourselves out of things because of our subconscious programming.
“The ‘secret to life’ is BELIEF. Rather than genes, it is our beliefs that control
our lives.” PSYCH-K® is a user friendly way to rewrite the software of your
mind, in order to change the printout of your life!
You can transform your self-limiting beliefs into self-empowering beliefs that
will unlock your potential to attain your goals, and support your health! This
unique process is a blend of various tools for change, some contemporary and
some ancient.

WINNIPEG WORKSHOP
February 27th & 28th, 2010

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. St. Benedict’s Retreat & Conference Centre
$395.00 before Feb. 12th - $450.00 afterwards

Anna Olson is co-editor of The Aquarian
and an avid fan of the paranormal.
You can email her at annols@mts.net

any idea what it could be, I w ould like to
hear about it.
Are you capturing orbs or other
apparitions in your snapshots? I would
like to hear your stories. u

For Further Information
Cher-yl Gander Spagnola
www.elohimstaressence.com.
Orbs, Lights and Clouds ($19.95) is
available through her website or at
Prairie Sky Bookstore, 871 Westminster
Avenue, Winnipeg.
John Pickering and Katie Hall
www.lights2beyond.com (many pictures
and details for ordering Beyond
Photography)

Orb Opinion Sampler
THE TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC term
for the occurrence of orbs, especially
pronounced in modern ultra-compact
cameras, is backscatter, orb backscatter or near-camera reflection.
Due to the size limitations of the
modern compact and ultra-compact
cameras, especially digital cameras,
the distance between the lens and the
built-in flash has decreased, thereby decreasing the angle of light reflection to
the lens and increasing the likelihood of
light reflection off normally sub-visible
particles. Hence, the orb artifact is commonplace with small digital or film camera photographs.
			
Wikipedia
ENOUGH WITH THE “ORBS” already!
“Orbs” are not evidence of the paranormal. They are not ghosts and they are
not even “unexplained”!
I’m not talking about anomalous lights
and globes of energy that are seen with
the naked eye, I’m talking about those
pesky, transparent balls that seem
to show up in photos and have been
claimed for more than a decade to be
“evidence” of ghosts.
So, should we discount all “orb” photos? No, I don’t think that we should. As
stated earlier, I do believe that there are
genuine, paranormal images that appear and which are sometimes captured
on film. These visible lights are a semicommon phenomenon but whether or
not they signal the presence of ghosts is
still open to debate. Regardless, I believe
they are something paranormal in nature
and we should continue to study them,
as we have done for some time.
It’s the “traditional orb photos” that
have become the bane of paranormal re-

search and I think that it’s time that we
retired this irrelevant theory for good.
www.prairieghosts.com
BEING AN IMAGE PROFESSIONAL, I
have never seen a lens that can focus
on a couple of meters, and still show the
intricate detail of an object millimeters
from the lens in all its fractal beauty. Or
a flash bulb that can make a dust particle
shine like a small sun but still leave white
objects semi-dark. Or dust that can refract light and create a lens flare, where
sources of light fail to do so.
www.t-incognita.blogspot.com
SPIRITUAL PEARLS OR ORBS of light
are a form and presence that spirit
within the realms can use to remain
constantly here upon the earth plane.
This is so that spirit never has to leave
the earth completely and a small part of
their spirit can remain here all the time in
this form, so that they can also be living
their lives within the spirit realms whilst
being here at the same time to guide and
watch over you.
Guides and loved ones can communicate with you and each other through
this form. Spirit orbs have been photographed on many occasions all around
the world and are often seen by mediums hovering over the heads of those
waiting for a message.
www.mysticalempowerment.com
“THERE IS NO DOUBT in my mind that
orbs may well be one of the most significant “outside of this reality” phenomena
humanity has ever witnessed.”
Klaus Heinemann, PhD,
co-author of the book, The Orb Project

The Art and Science of Hypnosis

INSTRUCTOR - MAUREEN KOROPESKI
(Thunder Bay, Ontario)

-PSYCH-K® Workshop Instructor
-Certified Quantum® Touch Instructor
-Reconnective Healing® Practitioner
-Reiki Master
DEMO & DVD on January 20th at 7:00 p.m.
561 St. Anne’s Road, Winnipeg, MB
204.414.7554 • j.aylward.3@hotmail.com

Hypnosis is a natural and proven way for you
to access your subconcious in order to change, grow and heal
Quit Smoking
Weight Loss
Self-esteem
Self-confidence
Peace of mind
Study Habits, Exams
Stress

Fears and phobias
Illness
Grief
Public Speaking
Heal the past
Resolve personal issues
Relationships

Resolve personal issues
Work through life crises
Develop creativity
and intuition
Past Life Regression
and Higher Self

JANIS ROSEN

TO REGISTER CONTACT:

Counsellor & Hypnotherapist

Janis Aylward • 204.414.7554
www.psych-k.com
(MAXIMUM 20 REGISTRANTS)

www.JanisRosen.com

Phone: 204-475-3444

Janis Rosen is a hypnotherapist, counsellor in practice for 27 years.
She helps individuals, couples, groups and organizations.
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Perspectives on Healthy Living
TIRED - STRESSED - IN PAIN
Do you want to heal yourself and your family?

We can teach you how!!!
Come and join us to learn about

Pranic Healing

2nd & 4th Wednesdays of the month
516 Kenaston Blvd.
(corner of Kenaston and Grant) 7:00pm
Bring a friend, sibling, co-worker, family member $5.00
Level 1Pranic Healing Course: February 14 & 15, 2010
Teacher Colette Chabot
Level 3 Pranic Psychotherapy: April 17 & 18, 2010
Teacher Teresa Evans

For more info call...
Gisele 253-0993 Colette 487-9649
We will also do Intro’s at your home, office,
community center upon request.

SHIFTING
M E T A P H Y S I C A L SANDS
Books • Herbs • Tea • Bamboo and Yoga Clothing
Crystals • Candles • Jewellery • Oils
Psychic Readings
Healing attunement
Soul retrieval
Past life regression
Rain drop therapy
Group and House Parties available
719 Osborne St.

475-3796

www.shiftingsands.ws

Do you want to see your web address here?
email advertising@aquarianonline.com to inquire.

A SOUL’S JOURNEY

Start the New Year on the Right Foot
By CORALIE DARSEY-MALLOY
Those who have health have hope; those who
have hope have everything.
Arabian Proverb

T

here are many who suffer from foot pain
at some point in their lives and I have been
among them.
When I started having pain and burning in
my feet, knees and lower back, I consulted my
naturopath who recommended that I invest in a pair
of specially designed insoles called orthotics. He felt
that orthotics would correct my irregular walking
pattern, reduce pain, add support and improve the
overall function of my feet and legs. He took plaster
molds of my feet and sent them to a laboratory
where technicians created my first set of orthotics.
After an adjustment period, I began to notice that
the pain and discomfort in my body lessened and
eventually stopped. That was over 25 years ago and
I continue to invest in new orthotics whenever my
ankles, knees, lower back or tendons in my groin
feel strained.
The foot specialists I have consulted emphasize
the importance of purchasing good quality lace-up
shoes that provide the proper support and cushioning
for the foot. It is counter-productive to place specially
made foot stabilizers in cheaply made shoes.
Until I had problems, I had never given my feet
much thought. Now, I know that feet are a marvel
of design and efficiency and I have a much greater
respect for them.
One foot has more than 50 working parts. No
less than 26 bones work with the foot’s ligaments,
muscles and tendons in the foot structure to support
and balance the weight of the entire body.
During a normal walking day, the force on the
feet is enormous. Walking puts up to one and a half
times one’s bodyweight on the feet. On average, our
feet log 1,000 miles per year. As shock absorbers,
feet cushion up to one million pounds of pressure
during one hour of strenuous exercise. That is why it
is so critical to take care of the feet from babyhood
into advanced years.
Starting life on the right foot may involve having
orthotics made for children who have a foot
deformity. Orthotics are also an effective method for
relieving foot discomfort or arthritis in older adults.

The benefits of orthotics
During my consultations with a variety of foot
specialists (naturopaths, podiatrists, chiropractors
and orthoticists), I asked how do orthotics work
and why they are so beneficial? They explained that

orthotics cushion the heel and support the arch to
prevent over-pronation (flattening of the arch). This
shock absorbency protects the rear and mid-foot
joints, which makes the foot more stable and can
help to avert overuse injuries.
Many people suffer from an uneven weight
distribution when they walk. As they age, their feet
begin to suffer the consequence leading to ankle
pain, strained calf muscles, knee and hip pain and
sore backs. By using orthotics, the wearer corrects
imbalances in the foot that might be causing pain in
the rest of the body.
These foot stabilizers are beneficial for overweight
people as they help to counteract the stress on the
feet due to the extra pounds.

Coralie shows off her new runners
with orthotics inside

Seemingly minor problems can be magnified
with athletic individuals. Depending on the type
of exercise, the movement and pressure on the
foot is increased so the orthotics compensate for
imbalances, reduce fatigue and promote efficient
muscle function that enhances performance.
This has certainly been true for me. A few years
ago I tore the cushioning cartilage under my kneecap and was told I would need surgery. I went back
to Boundary Trails Health Centre in Winkler,
Manitoba, for a new pair of orthotics. I invested in
another pair of properly fitting shoes and combined
that with acupuncture, physiotherapy and braces.
This multi-tiered approach helped me avert surgery
and I am back to living an active lifestyle. [See The
Aquarian, Winter/08/vol.15/issue 4 for the full details of my knee recovery adventure.]

You can Create a New Direction!

Individual &
Couples Counselling
Specializing In:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mind/Body Therapies
Grief, Fear & Anger
Healing the Past
Sexual Abuse
Treatment of Anxiety & Panic
Working with Illness & Cancer
Improving Relationships &
Communication
• Stress, Depression & Self Confidence
• Finding Meaning & Purpose in Life

For those who are ready to go beyond “Talk Therapy”
to discover their emotions & passion for life.

www.souls-journey.com

(MA Counselling Psych.)

TEL 475-5339

See Perspectives on page 11

QIGONG FOR
HEALTH & WELLNESS
Learn NLP techniques to: reduce stress, lessen fear and
worry, change unwanted behaviours and habits, be more
empathetic and improve verbal and non-verbal communication.
Develop state management skills to increase your level
of performance and self-confidence. Apply NLP skills to
increase revenue in your existing business and career

NLP Practitioner Certification

PLUS extra Bonus ... learn how New Code NLP works!

January 9 - 17, 2010

Master J.C. Shen
Level One Workshop
Saturday, April 24, 2010
9 am to 4 pm
Register by April 9

Early Bird pricing Book by Dec 15, 2009 $1,895 +gst
or Freedom Pricing option $2,500 +gst
Advance registration required - Call or email:

KEEP THIS AD

Jacquie Nagy, NLP Certified Trainer

HolisticDirections.com is an
ITANLP Certifying Institute
www.itanlp.com

Call: 204.480.8667
Email: jnagy@holisticdirections.com
Web: www.holisticdirections.com

For a $50 discount
off this course only

with

Phone 415-4292

NLP New Code and Master Practitioner

Neuro Linguistic Programming
Practitioner Certification – 2010 – CALL NOW!

The greatest wealth
is
health.
			
~ Virgil
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voluntary simplicity
‘Tis the Season to be Mindfully Jolly
By MARK A. BURCH
n nearly every front – economic, environmental, social, political, and spiritual – the
sustainability of consumer culture is being
seriously questioned.
But if not consumer
culture, then what?
Voluntary simplicity is a way of life –
a philosophical outlook – as well as an
aesthetic and a spiritual sensibility. Some
might say it’s also a trajectory for cultural
and technical development that calls for
its own politics, economic institutions
and creative process.
Voluntary simplicity is a freely chosen
way of life rooted in the practice of
mindfulness and material sufficiency.
Practitioners of simple living seek the
maximum of well being for the whole
living community of Earth, achievable
through the minimum of material
consumption.
In addition to mindfulness and material
sufficiency, voluntary simplicity affirms
and encourages the practice of ecological
trusteeship, nonviolence, individual and
local economic self-reliance. It prefers
sufficiency to material extravagance and
luxury. It values leisure, relationships
and community involvement more than
amassing money. It values spiritual
development without endorsing a
particular doctrine or faith perspective.
It seeks ways of integrating human needs
with those of nature.
Many people who share this perspective
have experienced how a good life, rich in
meaning, love, community and reward,
can be fashioned on very modest material
resources. They have discovered that the
pursuit of growth, power and luxury can

O

diminish human and ecological well being.
Voluntary simplicity is not new, not a
religion, not exclusively rural, and not at
all antagonistic to beauty. It is not antitechnology, but rather selectively adopts
technologies that truly enhance the
quality of life.
While the frugal use of money and
resources certainly has its role, voluntary
simplicity is not primarily about living
cheaply. Most of all, it is certainly not
about going backwards to some previous
period in history. Voluntary simplicity
abhors both poverty and excessive
affluence. Only by pursuing sufficiency
can both the injustice of poverty and
unsustainability of affluence be resolved
without harm. Mindfulness is essential
to discerning sufficiency.
I see voluntary simplicity as a highly
progressive socio-cultural and spiritual
movement. It aims to take us beyond
the obvious failures of consumer culture
toward a healthier, more environmentally
and socially sustainable way of life.
Voluntary simplicity is about qualitative
deepening, not quantitative growth. It
therefore probably implies a steady-state
economics with a focus on qualitative
development as a barometer of progress
– not mere expansion of GDP.

Simple holidays
The approaching holiday season is often
an occasion for us to weigh the meaning
of “simple living” at a time of year when
hyper-consumption is customary.
One of my most memorable holidays
was when my wife and I invited a
number of friends to our home for a
potluck supper followed by an evening
of caroling through the neighborhood.
Later in the evening, this was topped
off by generous helpings of mulled

Happy 16th Birthday to
the Winnipeg Health &
Wellness Expo

all seemed so easy. The truth is most companies didn’t realize they were in fact in the
wellness industry and the games began.
After ten months of phone calls, letters
and many trips to similar events in other
By RICK THIESSEN
cities, the first Winnipeg Wellness Expo
t seems like only yesterday came to fruition. With 60 or so companies
when I was scanning the phone book and over 30 seminars, the first show was
and making thousands of calls to under way. Sixteen years later, our little
introduce the very first Winnipeg Health show has evolved to over 100 booths plus
& Wellness Expo.
endless demonstrations and sampling.
The MTS yellow pages (all 1634 of We also feature concurrent seminars over
them), carefully reviewed, led me to the the entire weekend.
names and numbers of hundreds of compaThe Winnipeg Wellness Expo is now
Aquarian - November ad.pdf
1
30/11/09
1:50 PM
nies in Manitoba who were potential candi- recognized as the “Voice of the Wellness
dates to exhibit in the first Wellness Expo. It Community” in Manitoba and takes pride
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

January 22 - 24, 2010

Winnipeg Convention Centre
Admission

C

M

wine, donuts and more singing in our
home until well into the wee hours of
the morning. Song sheets were available
from the local newspaper and it only
took one person with a guitar to make
the music go. When the last guest left
the house, the evening felt like a fully
adequate and completely appropriate
way to commemorate the season at very
little cost to anyone.
It is probably universally human to
mark special occasions with feasting,
gifts and celebration. In my experience,
people who live simply like to party just
a much as anyone! If there is something
in particular that the voluntary simplicity
perspective might bring to these longstanding traditions, it is the practice of
mindfulness. This integrates the human
desire for pleasure and love with the
values of simple living.
Holidays are often marked by hurry.
Commercial interests and advertisers
encourage us to rush about making
impulsive, often fad-driven purchases.
We can feel driven by custom, family
pressures, competition and guilt – more
than love, generosity or the meaning
of the season. We seldom find the time
or energy to ask ourselves whether
material consumption is the best way
to commemorate these occasions. If
we did, we might arrive at surprising
conclusions.
As alternatives, we might approach the
holidays with a fixed budget or a fixed
number of gifts per person or a shorter
list of gift recipients or a commitment
to “green consumption” or purchasing
fair trade everything or even promising
ourselves to hand-make all our gifts
from recyclables. All have merit.

But I think a mindfulness perspective
would encourage us to take a breath and
step back from all of this before we ever
start. We come to stillness and settle
deeply into the meaning, history and
the intentions we hold for the coming
celebration. We allow ourselves to sift
through various ways of marking the
occasion, considering the consequences
of each, both for ourselves and for
human and other-than-human “others.”
How shall we celebrate so that at the end
of the day it can truly be said, “a good
time was had by all”?
While many cultures mark the winter
solstice with some kind of celebration,
hyper-consumption is most associated
with the Christian holiday of Christmas.
It is edifying, however, to search the
Christian writings for any prescription that
remotely resembles the modern holiday.
The only model we find is that of
Epiphany – the visit of the Magi to the
child Jesus. Tellingly, it is wealthy and
powerful people leaving gifts for an
impoverished family that marks this
occasion, not wealthy and powerful
people wracking their brains trying to
figure out what to give each other – those
who already have everything!
I don’t mean to single out Christians
for particular attention here – but only
to point out that if we bring mindfulness
to the meaning of the season, we might
discover meanings in unexpected places,
with very different implications for how
we celebrate. u
Mark Burch is a writer and educator
who lives in Winnipeg. He can be reached
at 475-4233, mburch@simplicitycentre.
org and www.simplicitycentre.org.

How you spend your money is how you
vote on what exists in the world.
Dave Wampler, Founder of The Simple
Living Network (www.simpleliving.net)

in bringing the newest and largest variety
of personal wellness options available to
Manitobans of all ages.
What started life as a solution to a personal family concern has become a highly
respected health and wellness exposition
in central Canada. The 2010 expo will
feature Canadian companies from sea to
sea, plus a few from the United States. The
Winnipeg Wellness Expo takes extreme
pleasure in searching out and assembling
professionals who offer products and services that promise to enhance or improve
a person’s well being.
The Winnipeg Wellness Expo wants to
be the vessel that helps all Manitobans

find the proactive approach to their personal well being while living in a reactive
health care society.
The management of the Expo wishes to
invite everyone interested in good health
to attend. Over 20,000 complimentary
tickets are being made available for the
2010 show so there is no reason not to
attend. These tickets will be available at
all participating exhibitors and sponsors.
Check out the website at www.wellnessexpo.com and scroll to the exhibitor list
for the name of an exhibitor near you.
See you at the Expo, January 22-24
(Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday)
at the Winnipeg Convention Centre.

RavenWolf Healing Arts
✼ Reiki Sessions & Classes ✼

$10.00

(for Adults and Children)

Available at the door

Y

CM

MY

✼ Energy Healing ✼

Celebrating our 16th Year in Winnipeg. Come be part of the best show ever

MORE SEMINARS MORE DEMONSTRATIONS MORE DISPLAYS

✼ Doula Services ✼

CY

CMY

K

As a special thank you to Winnipeg for all your support, 20,000 complimentary passes will
be made available for distribution exclusively through our registered exhibitors and sponsors.
Check out our website below for a list of locations and get your tickets early.

Contact Aimée ✼ 204.897.3515
ravenwolfhealing@gmail.com ✼
✼ www.ravenwolfhealing.webs.com ✼
✼

Our website is currently under construction, Stay tuned for a new easier to navigate wellness home site

WWW.WELLNESSEXPO.COM
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Angels On Call

Thinning or Hair Loss Problems?
For Convenience or Necessity

Tarot ❤ Reiki ❤ Theta Healing

EVELYN’S WIGS

by Kelly

TarotPersonal Phone Parties
ReikiLet the Universal Energy heal what ails you
ThetaRelease and heal Life’s Wounds
❤

❤

204.996.5206 ❤ kellymall@shaw.ca

Circular

u Styl Taiji

“An Ancient Art for Modern Life”

Improve Balance, Concentration
Co-Ordination & Reduce Stress

The Ultimate in Fashion Hairgoods
Wigs, Hairpieces and Headwear
for WOMEN of all ages
Ask about our in-studio specials!
28 Years of Professional Consultations
878-2351 by appointment
www.evelynswigs.com

faces
Saskia
by

Saskia Friesen
Esthetician

1-204-997-2726
saskia@mts.net

Massage for Body, Mind & Spirit
PRIVATE SESSIONS
TRAININGS • RETREATS

Monique L. Dorge BHEc BEd
Practitioner/Facilitator

Phone: 204 - 254-8563

Susan Nash
(204) 896-9174

Tai Chi & Qigong
Group Rates Available

greyowl5 @ yahoo.com

Trust 4 Health
Maurice Perron
(Masseur)

Cell: 330-8222
Phone: 231-4945
www.trust4health.ca
Email: trust4health@hotmail.com

Maykadeh
Bahram Moterassed, MMFT
Marriage and Family Therapist

email: hunakane@holisticpractionersnetwork.com
www.holisticpractionersnetwork.com

Winnipeg Spiritualist Church
1551 Arlington St., Winnipeg, MB R2X1V2
Sunday Services
10:15 AM Healing & Aura Cleansing
11:15 AM Prayer, Mediation, Clairvoyance
Specializing in Personalized Wedding
& Funeral Services

204.589.6771
Starwalker Studios

Advice from the Ascended Masters
Tarot Card Readings
Psychometry
JILLIAN
Spiritual Medium / Psychic
Phone readings & Home Parties

Leah’s Healing Room
Do you feel Sluggish?
Have Food Sensitivities or Allergies to Foods, Dust, Pollens and Pet Dander?
Have Body or Joint Pain? Heartburn? Headaches? Constipation? Stressed out?
Emotionally Upset? Anxiety?
I am a Specialized Kinesiologist; Bio-Kinesiologist;
EFT Practitioner; Certified in Hot Stone Massage
Let Me Help You Feel Better...
www.leahshealingroom.com

204.783.1043 • 204.227.3964

Strength Acceptance Wisdom Kindness
Trust Self-Respect Faith Happiness
Forgiveness Understanding Compassion Love
Courage

..... It’s All There ..... Inside Self.....

Reiki & Bio Energy Therapy… an effective non-

208-475 Provencher Blvd
Winnipeg, MB R2J 4A7
Tel: 1 888 823-3696
Fax: 1 866 574-8687
E-mail: bmoterassed@hotmail.com
www.bahram.vpweb.com

All There IS Healing…….

1- 204-231-4945
starwalkerstudios@gmail.com

WWW.TAROTBYSTARWALKER.COM

invasive, natural & safe method of healing, self improvement
& relaxation.

Darlene McCarthy Practitioner
Phone: 330-0553 or 831-7133
Email: allthereis@mts.net

ReBirthing~BreathWork
Check out our website for massage specials:
www.arubamassagetherapy.com
• Hot Stone Massage

• Gift Certificates

Gift Certificates make a Stress Free Gift!

112 Regent Ave. East
777-6222

“Open Monday to Saturday”

Yoga of the Breath

Learn To Breathe Energy!

Barbara Ann Gilles, C.RB.

204.477.0383 / rebirthmb@hotmail.com

Stephan Pfund, C.RB.
rect Di
Billing

204.467.7787

facebook: ReBirth MANITOBA BreathWork Centre

Tarot, Psychic Readings,
Hypnosis, E.F.T.,
Consultant,
Classes available.
Doctorate in Clinical Hypnotherapy

Catherine (Cathy) Holmes
(204) 888-7053

The Aquarian newspaper is your source for all your advertising needs
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resources
SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION
Who or What is the Spiritualist
Fellowship Church?
We are a fellowship of like-minded
individuals who meet to grow spiritually,
guided by The Seven Principles of
Spiritualism. We welcome all who come
in a spirit of unity, harmony and oneness
– wherever they are on their life journey.

Upcoming Events:
Spiritualist Fellowship Church offers
ongoing teachings and special events: AllMessage and Drumming nights, Psychic
Teas, Development classes and fellowship
potlucks.

Everyone is welcome!
Further information: 222-0071
e-mail: rimack@mts.net
Sunday evening service 7 - 9 p.m.
955 Mulvey Ave. at Harrow

http://dswardfa.shawwebspace.ca/pages/view/the_healing_power_of_intuition/

Winnipeg’s First Independent New Thought Community
Consciously Co-Creating Community
Ministers

CLASSES

Rev. Cam J. Hamoline
Rev. Patricia Zogar

Tues & Thur 7 PM - 9 PM
Call for details.

Centre: 612 Valour Rd.
Hall (classes): 625 Spruce St.
Ph 663-8400 Fax 663-9797
Toll Free 866-559-8400
email: cclinc@mts.net
www.livingconsciously.ca

CRYSTALS & SHOPS
Over 4000 pieces of jewellery

Aromatherapy, incense, books

1000’s of crystals & stones

Cards, journals, sacred objects

Fossils, amber, wands, candles

Crystal bowls, chimes, Feng Shui

Relaxation & meditation music,

Goddesses, angels, fairies, Wicca

284-4231
7-875 Corydon Ave.
Between Lilac & Wentworth

www.radiancegifts.com

Be sure to visit us at www.aquarianonline.com
nano cont’d from page 1
These engineered nanomaterials take
on unusual properties: changing color,
for example or becoming electrically
conductive or penetrating cell walls.
And they have many uses. Carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) – made by rolling up
sheets of graphite just one atom thick
– are extremely light and strong; they
show up in high-end tennis rackets and
bicycle frames. Nanosilver is used as
an antimicrobial agent in everything
from paint to toothpaste to teddy bears.
Nanometal oxides are blended into
ceramics and coatings, making them
more durable.
While there’s no universal definition,
the “nano” moniker generally covers
materials between one and 100
nanometers. A nanometer is one
billionth of a meter, or between 50,000
and 100,000 times thinner than a
human hair.
Nanotech offers enormous potential
benefits. Medical researchers are
investigating ways to use nanomaterials
to target tumours and then deliver tiny
amounts of drugs directly inside the
cancer cells, sparing the healthy cells.
Possible green tech applications include
cheaper, more efficient solar panels
and water-filtration systems, energysaving batteries and lighter vehicles that
use less fuel.
That’s the upside. But exciting new
wonder materials often reveal a dark
side, too. Asbestos – now synonymous
with bankruptcy-inducing lawsuits and
slow, painful death – was once seen as
a miraculous fireproofing agent that
would save millions of lives. Much of
its damage could have been avoided if
industry and government had heeded the
ample danger signs.
Now, early research on the potential

hazards of nanotech is producing danger
signs of its own. Workers handling nanomaterials face the biggest risks. But there
are concerns for consumers, too, especially with products like cosmetics, food
and supplements that go directly
on or in the body. And with
potentially toxic nanomaterials washing down the
drain and into the water
and soil, there’s reason to
worry about environmental
damage as well.
Yet studies on nanotech’s downside
are a mere nanospeck compared to
the research that’s being done on how
this technology can benefit humanity
– and corporate profits. Of $1.5 billion
in federal [in the U.S.] nano spending
each year, only between 1% and 2.5%
goes toward studying environmental,
health and safety risks. Worse, there’s
no national strategy for deciding what
questions need to be answered or what
to do with those answers as they arrive.

Occupational hazards
Since the 17th century, when Italian
physician
Bernardino
Ramazzini
pioneered the field of occupational
medicine, researchers have looked to
the workplace for advance warning of
new illnesses. From janitors blinded by
ammonia fumes to chimney sweeps who
absorbed cancer-causing soot through
their skin, workers get sick first and
most acutely because of their intense,
daily toxic exposures. That’s why much
of the still-sparse nano health and safety
research has focused on the possible
hazards of working with nanomaterials.
Scientists can’t expose workers to
potential toxins and watch to see if they
keel over. But if employers cooperate,
researchers can find out what materials
workers are using, in what amounts and

forms, and under
what
conditions.
Then they can
simulate
those
exposures with
lab animals.
Some studies find
little or no risk. Others
are alarming. Last year,
British researchers reported that
when long, straight carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) – shaped like asbestos fibers
– were injected into mice, they caused
the same kind of damage as asbestos.
Of course, workers wouldn’t ordinarily
stick themselves with a needleful of
CNTs. But a follow-up study this year,
by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH),
found that when mice inhaled CNTs,
the tiny tubes migrated from their lungs
to the surrounding tissue – the very spot
where asbestos causes the rare cancer
known as mesothelioma.
One reason nanomaterials can cause
trouble is that they are small enough to
evade the body’s defenses. In a University
of Rochester study of the accidental
nanoparticles known as ultrafine
pollution, they bypassed the protective
blood-brain barrier and slipped directly
into the brain’s olfactory bulb. Other
research demonstrates that nanomaterials
can penetrate the deepest part of the
Lung damage is the chief human toxicity
concern surrounding nanotechnology,
with studies showing that most nanoparticles migrate to the lungs. However,
there are also worries over the potential
for damage to other organs.
ScienceDaily,
June 11, 2009 (www.sciencedaily.com)

lungs. From there, they cross into the
bloodstream and various organs.
Based on evidence like this, the
European Union’s occupational health
and safety agency issued a report in
March, citing nanoparticles as the
number-one emerging risk to workers. In
the U.S., NIOSH has issued a guidance
document urging employers to avoid
exposing workers to nanomaterials –
for example, by enclosing equipment
and using ventilation to reduce dust and
fumes. But NIOSH has no regulatory
power; it can only suggest.

The “Pig-Pen” effect
“You’re producing a personal cloud of
exposure,” Paul Lioy warned, “every
time you breathe, every time you move.
If the materials you’re wearing have
nanomaterials that can be released, they
will be released. It’s basically the PigPen effect.”
Lioy, the Rutgers environmental
scientist, was speaking theoretically. His
audience was fellow scientists, gathered
in Bethesda, Maryland, for a workshop
sponsored by the federal government.
The workshop’s title: “Human &
Environmental Exposure Assessment of
Nanomaterials.”
Lioy’s message: There is no research on
whether and how the general population
is exposed to nanomaterials. Searching
See Nano on page 16
The biggest fear is that any time you
reduce something to nanoscale, you are
dealing with a whole new set of rules
for reactivity that we don’t understand.
There are not enough studies to give us
confidence that this is not going to hurt
people.
Ian Illuminato, Friends of the
Earth health and environment lobbyist.
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EDUCATION
Two-Year Four-Level
Certified Professional Tarot Reader Program
Tarot
Courses:
A Journey to Awareness
Cheryl Storm Fraser,

RN, BA Eng. Lit (Hons)

The Alliance of
Divine Love, Inc

Healing
Ministry
Course

Offered by the Fraser-McLaren Tarot Institute
Based on the First Ever Professional Tarot Reader Competency Profile

Tarot class Level Four: Monday
evenings, 7-10 pm. January 18 - April 30.
Tarot class Level Two: Wednesday
evenings, 7-10 pm. January 20 - April 30.

The four levels build to a profound understanding
of the Tarot, the process of reading for the self and
others, and personal development. It gives you the
steps in establishing your own Tarot practice.
You’ll find a dynamic and supportive small-group
experience, using fun, practice and feedback at

every step along the way.

Join one of the fastest growing professions
in North America. Learn how to Master
the Power of the Unconscious Mind.
Discover how to create deep, long lasting
change, healing the past and creating
powerful new beliefs. Become certified
as a Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP)
Practitioner & Master Practitioner, Time
Line Therapy™ Practitioner & Master

Practitioner, and as a Hypnotherapist.
Students from all over the world have
taken the Personal & Professional Life
Mastery trainings led by John Tozeland
and have found the experience to be
life changing. John's focus is on using
these skills to integrate Body, Mind &
Spirit and, to focus on communication
with the Conscious Mind, Unconscious

Mind & Higher Self. Next Session starts
in September. These trainings are now
VIRTUALLY FREE because they are tax
deductible and are eligible for the Manitoba
Tuition Rebate Program. For more
information and dates, please call John
at or 204 229-5734. or visit our web site at
www.trance-action.com

In under one year The Alliance of Divine
Love, Inc. (ADL), offers a Spiritual program
of study to interested and aware individuals
who think of themselves as light workers.
The material for this course is contained
in the handbooks of Spiritual Development
entitled EVER CLOSER and EVEN CLOSER,
published by the Alliance of Divine Love,
Inc. This course introduces the student

to the many levels of awareness that
will complement their current healing
modalities or provide a sound foundation
for those interested in becoming healers.
Any student who completes these books
may then take the class to become an
ordained minister with all of the privileges
of religious ministers.
ReverendDeborahLeeChester,experienced

instructor and spiritual healer, is now
offering this course.
Contact her at: rev.d.l.chester@
simplyconnected.ca or call 330-1698.
Website: www.allianceofdivinelove.org

For info, call:
Cheryl Storm Fraser, RN, BA Eng. Lit (Hons)
Program Director

Meditation Classes – Past Life
Regression, Tarot Open House
readings: Individual or Group

282-2990

Reverend Chester is also available to
conduct wedding ceremonies.

“Bringing balance in your life”
Helen Sklavenitis

Reiki Master/Teacher

&Lightarian Angel Link

The Magic of Body-Mind Communication©
The Language of Body-Mind communication is
universal. It is the Soul communicating its experience of what it is like to be in a Human body.
This ‘ language’, through body chemistry, recognizes no nationality or doctrine. It only seeks to
impart Love, Compassion and Understanding to
be experienced as a Good Healthy Life.©
Every word we speak and every feeling or
thought we have is a voice within us trying to tell
us something. We need to learn to listen to these

messages of communication within our own
body-mind to understand ourselves.
Professional and Personal Growth Courses
Each of the following empowers the creation
of an understanding of the true identity of self
and others. This gives each person a greater
opportunity for more sensitive communication
and understanding of each other, to create
a better, more productive and progressive
worldly existence.

(204) 291-4831
hsklaven1@mac.com
Module 1:
Module 2:
Module 3:
Module 4:
Module 5:

“The Art of Reading Faces”
“Body Mind Analysis”
“The Language of the Hands”
“Emotional Anatomy”
“Psychosomatic Practitioner”
Certificate III

For further information, contact:
Monique L. Dorge BHEc, BEd
Diploma of Teaching
Psychosomatic Therapy

204-254-8563 • hunakane@mts.net • www.holisticpractitionersnetwork.com

Thank you to all our advertisers and outlets who support The Aquarian.
perspectives cont’d from page 7
Here are a few of the conditions where orthotics may
be useful:
• Injury prevention
• Chronic low back pain
• Pain in any of these: arches, heels, ankles, shins,
knees and hips.
• Sacroiliac joint dysfunction
• Headaches and jaw pain

Types of Orthotics
Orthotics are designed to suit specific needs and come
in a variety of materials. They all improve foot function
by minimizing stress forces that could ultimately cause
deformity and pain. Here are the three categories:
Some are designed to change foot function. These
are mainly protective in nature and combine functional
control with protection.
More corrective orthotics can be designed to treat
severe foot issues such as toe-in or toe-out conditions.
In cases like these, specialists might add splints,
night bars and gait plates. Orthotics of this type make
constant corrective adjustments by holding the foot in
the correct position and may be left on while sleeping.
They are also constructed to improve or eliminate pain
in the legs, thighs and lower back due to abnormal
function of the foot. Softer compressible materials are
effective for arthritis or deformities where there is a loss
of protective fatty tissue on the side of the foot. This can

also assist people with diabetes.
The third type of orthotic, which is semi-rigid, is
often used for athletes. It is constructed of layers of
soft material, rigidly reinforced. This type allows the
muscles, tendons and bones in the feet and lower leg to
function at their highest potential.

Choosing the right orthotics
The benefits obtained with custom designed orthotics
should not be confused with the promises made for
prefabricated models sold in stores or through the
Internet. There is a significant difference in quality and
effectiveness. Prefabricated orthotics, mass-produced to fit
an “average” foot, may cost less, but usually do not correct
specific problems. Some prefabs can actually worsen a
condition and create problems elsewhere in the body.
Foot specialists are trained in lower extremity
biomechanics and only suggest orthotics after a thorough
evaluation. These trained health professionals consider
medical problems, pain levels, foot type, gait analysis,
type of activity, and ankle, knee and hip movement as
they make their assessment.
There is a lot to consider in obtaining a pair of custom
orthotics and it usually requires a certain number of office
visits. From my experience, “it’s worth the trips!” u
For Further Information
Boundary Trails Health Centre,
Winkler, Manitoba

www.aquarianonline.com www.aquarianonline.com www.aquarianonline.com

(204) 331-8808
www.bthcfoundation.com
Legacy Sport Medicine
#14-160 Meadowood Drive, Winnipeg
Phone 949-1099
Canadian Footwear
Custom orthotics in the Foot Health Centre
128 Adelaide Street. Phone 944-7463
The Shoe Doctor
Quality shoe inserts, “repairable” shoes, vegetable
tanned leather, foot-healthy shoes, full shoe & leather
repairs
893 Westminster Avenue. Phone 779-7463
Orthotic practitioners in Winnipeg are listed under
Orthopedic Appliances in the MTS Yellow Pages. On
the Internet, browse “Orthotics Winnipeg.”
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Doggone Happiness

pets. This is the first dog, however, that
I can officially call mine. In the back
of my mind, I always knew a dog, not a
puppy, would enter my life at the right
time. This was the magical year!
My intention is to maintain a wellmannered and happy dog. That means full
immersion into research and training so
Kya’s life with me blossoms into mutual
respect, comfort and understanding.

she must follow me. If a correction is
needed, my hand darts out for a firm tug
on the leash, then we carry on.
In the house, she was awesome; out in
the world, not so good. She pulled on the
leash because of her young, rambunctious
nature and obsession for squirrels. No
matter how hard or often I corrected her,
she went right back out in front.
Implementing Millan’s technique of
holding the dog on a short leash and the
collar placed higher on the neck was
easier. Kya became much more attentive
to me and I felt more connected to her.

dramatic change occurred
in my life this past
summer – I became a
dog owner!
Kya, a surprise gift
from my sister, is
a rescued, two-yearold white German
Shepherd who traveled nine hours by
plane to live with me. Our affection bond
snapped into place immediately. Then the
hard work began.
I grew up with dogs, birds, cats and fish
plus a few hamsters thrown into the mix.
We always rescued stray animals as well.
Since living on my own, 25 cats have
come through my doors, some staying as
treasured companions and others finding
new homes.
My family and I tend to attract what
we lovingly call “the mutants.” For
example: Merlin the cat with no ears,
Sonny the bald canary, Ruffles the
bare-chested cockatiel and Rupert, a
weepy-eyed Persian. Each one brought a
special lesson into our lives. Life without
animals is unimaginable.
Also, as a professional pet-sitter on the
side, I’ve lovingly cared for other people’s

I am ALPHA!
For the first month with Kya, I inundated
myself with dog training resources. I
checked out over 15 books and DVDs
from the library, watched TV programs
and connected with everyone I knew
who owns a dog. Two trainers resonated
with me and I’ve been synthesizing their
techniques and philosophies into our
daily routine ever since – Brad Pattison,
Canadian trainer and host of “At The End
of My Leash,” (on the Slice network) and
Cesar Millan, dog psychologist and host
of “The Dog Whisperer” program (on
the National Geographic channel).
Brad Pattison’s book Synergy in Dog
Training Between Man and Dog details
what to do when bringing a dog home,
what toys to use or not use, house
training/orientating your dog, grooming
techniques and in-depth instruction for
teaching six basic commands plus much,
much more.
Cesar Millan focuses on pack
psychology – how dogs interact with
and correct each other. Millan translates
dog behaviour for humans to help them
manage with their pets.
Both Millan and Pattison agree that

Exercise, discipline, and affection
Kya and I achieved our highest success by
following Millan’s dog psychology techniques – exercise, discipline and affection
in that order. In his Dog Whisperer TV
program, Millan details a dog’s natural
behavior and correction methods in a
pack. Then he demonstrates how humans
can adapt those behaviours to correct
their dog. Invariably, he says, problem
dogs are problems because owners give
up the dominant role to the dog. Owner
as alpha must be maintained 100% in all
areas of the dog’s life. Millan says he “rehabilitates dogs and trains people.”
I must be calm and assertive in all
situations, I tell myself, checking my
energy to weed out frustration, anger and
fear. Dogs possess high sensitivity to the
energy around them from humans and
other dogs. Calm, in-control humans influence the energy of their dogs. As soon
as I walk tall, head up, shoulders back and
eyes alert, Kya matches me. Again and
again (although less and less), as I catch
my mind starting to wander, Kya pulls
away from me immediately. Amazing!
Millan recommends that you visualize
See kaleidoscope on page 14

A misty shroud hovers over the sweet
smelling, flowered field as Kya bounds
through the tall, dew-tipped grasses.
Over the horizon, an orange ball of
fiery light slowly rises, creating shafts
of foggy sunlight. Another magical
morning walk with my dog.

A

Kristi and Kya officially together

humans need to be the “alpha dog.” In
his book Synergy, Pattison states, “Alpha
carries the responsibility of leadership,
safety and care.” Millan calls this role
the pack leader.
I project my alpha role by eating first
and controlling Kya’s food, by moving
through doorways and gates first, telling
Kya to follow me and making her sit and
stay until released. Basically, she must
listen and look to me for direction in all
areas of her life. Kya is in her adolescent
stage, full of playfulness and willfulness.
As I lay the groundwork now, our lives
will be easier later.
I started with Brad Pattison’s technique
called “the umbilical.” I tied Kya’s leash
around my waist for outdoor walks and
allotted times in the house. In this handsfree technique, I move around naturally
– and with sharp turns around objects,

chriskehler
Looking for a second opinion?
Why not consider an ALTERNATIVE opinion.
We work with the ROOT PROBLEM, not the symptom

the device is the opera singer and the stressor is the wine glass.

Foot Bath Detox: Simply one of the most comfortable ways to rid the body of harmful toxins. With 30
minutes with your feet in a tub of warm water, up to 3 years worth of toxins can be seen in the water.

chriskehler
39 St. Anne’s Rd.

781-0710

Member of the Chamber of Commerce, VISA, MasterCard, American Express
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starry skies
Michael Jackson and Chiron, the Wounded Healer
By TANIS MORTON
s an intuitive astrologer with
the planet Mercury (communications) in a favorable relationship to
Uranus (the planet that rules astrology),
I have always received flashes of insight
that propel me into further investigation. When I heard the news of Michael
Jackson’s death on June 25, 2009, I received such an insight.
“Chiron, the wounded healer,”
immediately came to mind.
Chiron, a planetoid (more like
a comet than a
planet), was discovered in 1977 by an
American, Charles
T. Kowal. Centaurs
is the name given to
this new class of objects. Although a scientist discovered the planet, a name from
Greek mythology was chosen to represent
healing, magic and warrior abilities.
Chiron, between Saturn and Uranus,
has an orbit of 50-51 years. In astrology,
Saturn is the last of the personal planets
– ruling structure, discipline and restriction as it relates to the lessons in a person’s astrology chart.
Uranus on the other hand, is a transpersonal planet ruling transformation of
the heart to a higher level, free from the
controls of the ego structure of Saturn.
To put it another way, we have freedom
(Uranus) to the extent that we obey the
laws of the land (Saturn).
Chiron in our natal chart is the

A

“wounded healer” coming to awaken
us to our deepest wounds. He here is to
teach and initiate. He is birthing the next
level of awareness, thus creating new
pathways for the evolution of the planet.
Michael Jackson was fifty when he
transitioned from this world. The exact
conjunction of Chiron to its natal placement in his chart took place from March
2008 to January 2009. I wonder if he
knew? Perhaps Chiron was speaking
through him when Jackson said of his
upcoming tour, “This is IT!”
It’s interesting to note that the root
word Chiron is the Greek cheir, meaning
hand. Jackson is famous for his gloved
right hand.
In trying to understand the complexity
of Jackson’s life and chart, it is helpful
to know a bit about the archetypes of the
energies involved. In mythology, Chiron
was “priest king of the centaurs (half
man, half horse),” an unruly bunch with
low warrior energy, resulting in much
rape and plunder. In the end, Chiron was
the only one left. Chiron became a great
teacher who initiated healers, magicians
and warriors. He was skilled at medicine,
music, astrology and weaponry.
The key point in one of the stories surrounding Chiron is that he wounded himself with one of his own poisonous arrows.
Because he was immortal and could not
die, he suffered terribly. Meanwhile Zeus
had imprisoned Prometheus for giving
fire to the human race. Zeus set him free
in exchange for Chiron’s descent into
Hades (the underworld). Chiron became

mortal so that fire could be released from
the underworld and humans could learn
to use power in the right way.
How does this speak to the enigma
of Michael Jackson, his life and the
controversy surrounding his death?
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A Bird in
the Hand is
...well, messy!

Clean up
Your Life at the
Centre for
Conscious
Living
Certainly the news of his death and the
outpouring of love bordering on hysteria
seemed to wake up the planet.
Michael Jackson was born on August
29, 1958 in Gary, Indiana. His Sun is in
Virgo, which could push him towards
over analyzing and seeking perfection.
The conjunction with Pluto can point to
a “special purpose with limited personal
power and parental attempts to shape the
purpose and identity.” (from Chiron and
the Healing Journey)
Jackson never felt good enough in
his father’s eyes despite the enormous
See starry on page 17

Come join
the flock...
GET CENTRED!

livingconsciously.ca
663.8400

Time…
to think about
investing in
the future

We'd all like to do our bit when it comes to
protecting our world for future generations,
so why not think about investing in a fund
family built on the principles of Socially
Responsible Investing (SRI).
At Investors Group, we believe you can
invest for both performance and social
good at the same time.

JOHN GRYZ
Consultant
john.gryz@investorsgroup.com
(204) 257-0999

™Trademarks owned by IGM Financial Inc. and licensed to its subsidiary corporations.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with
mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
MP1393 (11/2007)
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kaleidoscope cont’d from page 12
yourself as a powerful character to enhance the alpha role energy. One woman
on The Dog Whisperer show used
Cleopatra, another drew from her manager role at work and applied that to her
interactions with her dog.
My catch phrases are “I am Cesar!” or
“Cesar Millan is watching, what would
he say?” Then I visualize his response.
“Head up. Be calm and assertive.
Correction….now.”
Here are some more canine training tips:
• During exercise and discipline, use body
language and energy to communicate
with your dog. Dogs interpret their world
through nose, eyes and ears – in that
order. Yelling or repeating commands
takes away from the learning and
corrections. Be silent and firm. Actions
speak louder than words.
• When communicating with dogs (and
other animals as well), use pictures in
your mind, not just words. Visualize the
end result of the exercise.
• When dogs successfully complete a task
or are calm and submissive – lather on the
love! If you soothe nervous, anxious dogs
with kisses, rubs and hugs, they learn to
stay in that state of mind, which causes
more difficulties. Timing is essential.
• Create a routine and be consistent in
the words/commands you use. Always
maintain the calm and assertive role in
all situations. Don’t give in. Once task or
correction training is started – be patient
and follow through.
• One of Millan’s philosophies is that rules,
boundaries and limitations need to be
balanced with exercise, play and affection.
In the wild, wolves roam for hours
hunting for food. Our dogs need to
travel, too. Walking is the most primal
activity owners can do with their dogs.
Millan’s number one recommendation
to ALL dog owners is mastering the
walk. That means simple and structured
routines, starting in the house before
even putting the leash on. Wait until your
dog is calm and submissive during each
step of getting ready to go out for a walk.
The human leaves first and leads for the
entirety of the walk; the dog follows the
pack leader’s direction beside or behind,
never in front. Leader determines pee
and sniff breaks.
This training is benefitting me as well.
So far, I am…
• more calm, content and confident in my
daily life.
• more aware of the energy I project to
the world around me.
• living in the moment for longer periods
of time.
• losing weight and toning muscles through
three daily walks.
• breathing fresh air and rejoicing in
Mother Nature on a regular basis.
• sleeping deeper and waking rested.
• meeting and greeting new people and
their dogs.
My obsession for anything Cesar Millan
produces continues unabated. The library
carries most of his materials from training
books to the first three seasons of The Dog
Whisperer. I’ve finished reading his first
book, Cesar’s Way, and am now watching his DVD “Be The Pack Leader.” Kya
and I have been fly fishing together, hiking
“Human or animal, proper alignment
and proper form leads to proper
function which means less wear,
tear and stress.”
		

Dr. Glenn Bailey

www.aquarianonline.com

Canine Chiropractic: Paw-sitive Care for Your Pet
If chiropractic care benefits us,
why not our pets! They have spines and
nervous systems, too.
Chiropractic promotes health and
well being through a natural process of
adjustments primarily to the spine. Our
spinal cord runs from the brain, down
through the centre of each vertebra with
nerves branching off to every part of
our bodies. When one or more of those
vertebrae become misaligned, the flow
of energy and messages from the brain
to the body is blocked, causing pain and
stiffness, stress and loss of function.
Dr. Glenn Bailey, of the Waverley Chiropractic Centre, is one of Manitoba’s
few canine chiropractors. (See “Breaking News” for another one in Winnipeg.)
He primarily works on dogs but also has
experience with horses and the occasional cat. Certified by the American
Veterinary Chiropractic Association
since 1999, he opens his clinic to our
four-legged friends every Tuesday.
Dr. Bailey’s love of human-based
chiropractic transferred to dogs via his
own dog Shale. Urged by friends to enter
Shale in competitions and shows, Dr.
Bailey soon realized that chiropractic
could help Shale be a winner in health as
well as the shows.
At our first appointment, Dr. Bailey
walked into the specially set up room
dressed in dark green overalls. He
immediately went down to the floor
to interact with Kya – pats, hugs and
playing to make her feel comfortable and
safe while talking to me about canine
chiropractic care. Also, he wanted to
establish his alpha position with her.
Dr. Bailey told me he tunes into the
animal’s body language and movement

through forests and visiting friends and
family more regularly.
Every moment is a training opportunity
for Kya and me. Being a dog owner has
transformed my life in so many ways. u
Kristi Dorian is a Winnipeg interpreter
for the Deaf in her day job and explores
nature photography and fly fishing in
her free time. Email her at krdorian@
mts.net with your comments and/or
suggestions for future columns.

while the dog explores the room off
leash. He’s watching for clues in
the attitude, tail position and body
movement to gather information from a
being that can’t tell us where it hurts. He
also clicks the spring-loaded integrator
tool to familiarize the dog with the new
sound before the adjustment is made.
When Dr. Bailey was ready, he gave
Kya the spinal adjustments he thought
necessary.

Kya gets chiro from Dr. Glenn Bailey
Kya’s check-up results:
Dr. Bailey said her “top line” was flat,
which is a good sign. A roundness or
roaching to the back/spine may indicate
a problem.
He noticed grass stains on her back
legs, which means Kya is skidding – either
as she launches to catch something or
when she catches it. He asked if she sits
first then lunges for the ball. I said no. In
general, he says, it’s better for dogs to
stand before chasing a ball, as it’s easier
on their joints.
When he lightly touched her back near
the tail, she twitched. This could be a
sign that a problem is brewing.
He noticed she “puppy sits,” one leg
off to the side instead of squared up. This
is a warning sign for spinal misalignment.
If she’s leaning against a wall or person
that’s different, but a two-and-a-half-

year-old dog should sit squarely.
When he heard tick-tick-tick, the sound
of Kya’s nails on the floor, he shook his
head. Long nails can cause misalignment
as well. He suggests owners check their
dog’s nails weekly. He’s trying to partner
with the grooming association to teach
technicians to watch for warning signs
and educate owners about proper nail
maintenance. It’s a simple solution to
avoid long-term problems.
After the chiro treatment, dogs will
often do a full body shake and lick their
lips. They are relaxed and ready to
move on. They also tend to hold their
adjustments longer than people, Dr.
Bailey claimed. He suggested a visit
once a week for three weeks then
extend the time by weeks and months as
Kya progresses. Remember, each dog is
unique and so is the wellness plan.
Dr. Bailey encourages owners to use
preventative care to set the dog’s body
up for success. On his website, he says
he “works to eliminate the source of the
problem, which in turn will maximize
your pet’s health naturally, without
drugs or surgery, allowing your pet to
reach their maximum level of health.”
Breaking News: I just found out about
Veterinarian Dr. Linda Hamilton, another
chiropractor for animals. As the paper
is going to press shortly, I don’t have
time to interview her for this issue.
Here’s a list from her website of the
services she offers: Traditional Chinese
Medicine, acupuncture, chiropractic,
Chinese herbal therapy, homeo-siniatry
(injecting homeopathic remedies),
physical rehabilitation therapy and
pulsed electro-magnetic field therapy.
			
Kristi Dorian
For Further Information
Waverley Chiropractic Centre
Dr. Glenn Bailey
#3-871 Waverley Street, Winnipeg
Contact: 487-1616, drbailey@mts.net,
www.caninechiro.ca
Natural Healing Veterinary Care
Dr. Linda Hamilton
1438 Corydon Avenue, Winnipeg
Contact: 487-7738, nhvc@mts.net,
www.naturalhealingvet.com
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Focus on the Pet Family
Cam Hill is an animal intuitive. For the
past fourteen years, she has communicated telepathically with pets and other
animals to determine the causes of problem behaviour and emotional distress.

Just Horsing Around

T

he other day, I had the occasion
to visit with two horses that I’d chatted with a couple of years ago. It’s always
a pleasure to reconnect with animals I’ve
talked to and see what they are up to now.
These two horses, Lizzie and Count
belong to a family in which the children
(Beckie and Shaun) ride and take
lessons. The horses are working horses
in that sense. I was asked to reconnect
with the horses because their riders were
changing and a new horse, Doug, was
going to join them.
As usual, I meditated with the animals
prior to my visit. Count sent me a distinct
picture in my meditation – a tree covered
with red apples – and insisted that he
wanted me to bring him apples. Not just
any apple, if you please, but red ones!
In fact Count made certain I wouldn’t
forget his message as he reminded me
several times during my meditation. I
immediately went to my apple tree, which
had been covered in bright red apples,
only to find that a group of hornets had
taken over the tree. Consequently, I was
only able to rescue three of the apples
for Count and felt that was woefully
inadequate for my visit so I would have
to buy more.
When I arrived at the home, I heard
from Dawn, the children’s mother, that
Count only liked red apples, Lizzie liked
green apples and she wasn’t sure what
Doug liked as he had just arrived. Shaun
wanted to know if Doug would like a new
name. They had been tossing around the
name of Merlin for him and hoped that
he’d be happy with a name change. When
I had connected with Doug in meditation
I asked that question. He told me he
wanted to be called Morrie – with an ie
not a y. I had laughed and now relayed
that message to the family.
We set off for the stable, loaded with
a variety of apples. I knew that the first
horse we had to see was Count and he
absolutely needed those three apples I’d

managed to save from the tree. Count
gobbled those apples very quickly. He
had also told me in meditation that he
was being troubled by another horse
that was pastured close to him. He said
the horse was lighter in colour and kept
biting him and I was to tell “Mom” –
which meant Dawn.
Count was beside another enclosure with
a lighter coloured horse. That horse was
female and she said she did bite because
she was cranky. When I asked her why she
was cranky she said she had no one to love
her and bring her apples. I promptly shared
some of the apples with her. At that, Count
tried to bite her! That made me laugh again.
The kids said that Count could be
considered in the pony category and if he
wouldn’t mind that, he could participate
in more shows. Count
snorted and mumbled
and then asked what
a pony was – clearly
in a sarcastic and
dismissive manner.
He was having none of
that – he was a horse!
We left Count and sought
Lizzie out next. In meditation,
I had felt her sore lower back
and hip area. Watching her walk,
I could see stiffness in that area. She was
currently receiving medical treatment for
her knees – which I felt were a symptom
of her lower back and hip area where the
real issue was. She needed a massage and
possibly other treatment but had said she
would take some energetic support from
me when I visited her. Getting Lizzie a
horse massage would begin the process
of helping her obtain wellness. She was
also content with the impending rider
switch but asked if she could be ridden
by others more – and although she was
not jumping at the moment, she would
like to have fun that way. Beckie named
individuals who could ride Lizzie who
then confirmed who she was okay with.
We moved on to Doug – oops, Morrie.
He was a huge fellow with soft grey
mottling on a darker grey. He confirmed
he wanted to be called Morrie. While
we were chatting, he lip-nibbled me and
Shaun who stood close by. I attuned to
the fact that Morrie and Shaun had been

together in a previous life
as companions – in fact the
horse was called Morrie in that lifetime. I
knew that Morrie and Shaun would
quickly form a strong connection again.
Morrie had the softest, most gentle eyes
I’d ever seen on a horse. He was simply
intelligent, loving and magnificent.
Before I finished with Morrie, a big
horse across the stable screamed at me
out loud, as loud as he could. I told him
(with my voice and telepathically) that I’d
come and see him next but he wouldn’t
quiet down until I did. He turned out to
be a horse from the same stable as Morrie
and he wanted to be housed with Morrie
– right now! He was very, very bossy. I
told him I’d see what could be arranged
and told him to stop yelling at me.
As I was completing my visit at the stable,
Dawn asked if I would talk
to a horse belonging to
the owner of the stable
and I agreed.
The first fellow
was a bit of a problem
as he kept bucking
riders off. The owners
were training him in
dressage but he’d buck
and displace riders fairly
often. When I asked him why he did this,
he informed me that he liked to buck. I
asked him to elaborate. He said he was
bored with doing the same thing over and
over and decided to encourage his rider
to dismount – quickly! The stable owner
asked if he’d like to buck all the time
and he responded with a loud YES! She
said she would see if he could become a
rodeo horse. What a wonderful solution
for them both.
Every time I have the opportunity to
connect with horses, I am left in awe –
of their beauty, their personalities and
their love for their human caretakers.
What truly wonderful companions they
are. Any readers who have horses in their
lives are very lucky indeed! u
Cam Hill has been helping a friendly
stray cat (white and grey neutered male)
who says he would like a home where he
can still go outdoors. For more details
phone (204) 479-6660.
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Curiosity
Killed the cat
...Not!
Lots of
Curious cats
alive and well
at the Centre
for Conscious
Living
Come explore
with us...
GET CENTRED!

livingconsciously.ca
663.8400

DESIGN&PRINT
Do you
you Need...
Do
Need...
Brochures?
Brochures?
Posters?
Posters?
Banners?
Banners?
Business cards?
Business
cards?
orormaybe
maybe just
just a a
fresh
newlook?
look?
fresh new

Give your
BUSINESS
a BOOST
204.477.1691

designprint@shaw.ca
101-478 River Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3L 0B3
(Opposite Starbucks)
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Nano cont’d from page 10
the scholarly literature, Lioy’s associates
“spent hours looking for data ... and
found nothing,” he said.
While workers are on the front lines
of nanoexposure, Lioy cautioned against
ignoring consumer exposures. “We are
all in contact with it if we use products
that have nanoparticles,” he declared.
And while nanomaterials that are
embedded in a hard surface like a
computer keyboard are probably not a
big worry, clothing and cosmetics might
be a different story, he said. That’s where
his comparison to Pig-Pen, the Peanuts
character forever surrounded by a cloud
of dirt, comes in: the idea that every
time we move, nanoparticles might come
loose from our moisturizer or our stainresistant togs.
Noting that “a lot of nanoparticle uses
are terrific,” Lioy said he doesn’t want
society to do without. As scientists do the
necessary studies, “I think a lot of issues
will go away,” he said. “I just don’t want
unintended consequences.”

Down the drain
Cyndee Gruden is getting the poop on
nano-pollution – literally.
One of the main environmental
concerns about nanomaterials is what
happens when they wash out of clothing,
hair or skin and go down the drain. Do
they harm aquatic life? Do they interfere
with wastewater treatment?
Gruden, a civil engineering professor
at the University of Toledo in Ohio, is
tackling part of that last question by
looking at the effects of two nanometals
– titanium dioxide and zinc oxide, used
in sunscreens, paint and other products
– on bacteria.
Metals
“can
be
toxic
to

microorganisms,” she notes. “In fact,
that’s specifically what they’re for” in
consumer products: to inhibit mould,
mildew and other nastiness. But when
nanometals make their way to a sewage
treatment plant, Gruden worries that
they might harm the beneficial bacteria
that break down what’s delicately known
in the business as “biosolids.”
Her preliminary findings, which she
presented at a meeting of the American
Chemical Society (an academic group,
not an industry organization) in March,
are mixed. Nano-titanium dioxide
damaged bacteria, causing cell walls to
break at “relatively low concentrations,”
similar to what you might see at a
sewage treatment plant, Gruden says in
an interview.
But “in terms of function, what does
that mean? Are the bugs able to do what
they’re supposed to do?”
To answer that question, she added
some biosolids to her test tubes and
measured how much methane the
bacteria produced as they digested for
five days. The titanium dioxide didn’t
seem to slow the bugs down; in fact,
methane production actually increased.
But when Gruden added nano-zinc
oxide, gas production slowed down. She’s
running more experiments this summer
to see what happens when the bacteria
are exposed to the bugs for a full 30 days.
“The take-home message for me is,
the behavior of these particles is very
complex,” Gruden says. “When you
take a nanoparticle and put it into the
environment, you have to know how it’s
going to behave. And we don’t.”
One metal Gruden didn’t look at is
nanosilver, widely used as a microbekiller. The Project on Emerging
Nanotechnologies (PEN), a nonprofit

ReBirthing~BreathWork
Learn To Breathe Energy!
With Stephan Pfund, C.RB.
ReBirthing is a powerful, simple tool that can permanently transform the
quality of your breath, energy & aliveness. Utilizing a simple technique known
as “Conscious Connected Breathing”, we reconnect with our natural breathing
pattern to release tension, blocked energy, suppressed emotion & pain, that
may have accumulated throughout our life experience.
Only way you can know what it’s all about, it to experience it for yourself. Most
are amazed by their 1st session! Interested in experiencing a session?

Introduction To ReBirthing~BreathWork Afternoon
Saturday, January 16, 2010 1-5 pm
Saturday, February 20, 2010 1-5 pm
Saturday, March 15, 2010 1-5 pm
@Radiance Massage Therapy • 873 Notre Dame Avenue, 2nd Floor

*YOU set the fee @ the end of the session, according to value received

research and advocacy organization
funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts in
Washington, D.C., maintains an inventory
of more than 800 consumer products
advertised as using nanotechnology.
Silver is by far the most frequently
identified material.
In an experiment publicized last year,
Arizona State University graduate
student Troy Benn bought nanosilvercontaining socks off the Internet and
simulated washing them in jars of water.
He found that, for several brands, most
or all of the silver disappeared in just a
few washings.
Silver has been used to kill bacteria
since ancient times, when the Greeks
found that wine stayed fresh longer
in vessels lined with the precious
metal. It’s potent enough that the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
regulates silver as a pesticide – which
raises the question: What does nanosilver
do to the “good bugs” downstream, at the
sewage treatment plant and elsewhere?

Oversight or overlooked?
In the U.S., the EPA has emerged as
the lead agency on nano oversight. But
that’s not saying much. It is wrestling
with the possible risks of nanomaterials,
but so far has taken almost no action to
regulate them.
In a voluntary Nanoscale Materials
Stewardship Program, the EPA asked
companies to submit information about
what nanomaterials they’re using. Very
few did, and even the companies that
participated withheld large amounts of
data as business secrets.
This March, the EPA began requiring
manufacturers of carbon nanotubes to
file pre-manufacturing notices under the
Toxic Substances Control Act. California

is requiring carbon nanotube makers to
share their environmental, health and
safety test data with the state, and is
considering imposing the same mandate
on makers of nanometal oxides.

zzz
Fears abound that the teeny genie is
escaping from its bottle. The asbestos
parallel causes particular concern –
prompting the Australian Council of
Trade Unions, for example, to call for
that country to adopt nano regulations by
year’s end. Harvard industrial hygienist
Robert Herrick advocates an all-out
effort to gather information about nano
exposures and possible related illnesses.
The asbestos industry could have
undertaken a similar effort in the 1930s,
he notes. Instead, industry execs decided
to keep the subject quiet. If they had
gone the other way, Herrick wonders,
“how different would history be?” u
Carole Bass is an American investigative
journalist specializing in health and
environmental issues (www.carolebass.
com). Her articles have appeared in
Scientific American, The New Republic
and E/The Environmental Magazine
where her feature on nanotechnology
was published this July.
For Further Information
www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca Website for the
National Research Council – includes
nanoresearch.
www.nanolawreport.com Info on
Canada’s nano regulations.
www.emagazine.com Look for articles
on nano products and research.
www.foe.org Friends of the Earth
website has lots on nano.
ww.nanowerk.com Articles, news
reports, jobs – for all things nano.

HealingArts
Arts Education
Education
Healing
with

Lama Karma Tsundulp Lodro
February and March 2010
Workshops and classes with
Buddhist Teacher Lama Lodro
visiting from Whitehorse, Yukon.
Teachings will include:

• The Brain, Mind, and Nature of Consciousness
• Health, Healing, Medicine, and Ayurveda
• The Chakras
Additional Workshops being offered at the Sanctuary:

• Removing Barriers to Spiritual Progress
• Star Group Meditation
• Metta: Meditation on Loving kindness
Ongoing Medical Qi Gong Classes Wednesday nights

Also ongoing...

ReBirthing~BreathWork 10 Week Classes
(One previous ReBirthing session required)

10 consecutive Saturday classes learning a skill you will have for life!

Starting January 24, 2010 $300

(pre-registration & $50 non-refundable deposit required)

Registration

Barbara Ann - 204.477.0383 / rebirthmb@hotmail.com
Stephan Pfund - 204.786.1070 / spfund@mts.net
facebook: ReBirth MANITOBA BreathWork Centre

Hollow Reed Holistic

The Best in Mother Nature’s Care.

Manitoba’s largest selection of bulk organic herbs, essential
oils, cleansing products, bath salt blends, homeopathy, flower
essences, organic spices, quality supplements, vitamins, body
care products, related books and CDs, pure incense, smudges,
stones, holistic consultations and much more...

Please call or e-mail Hollow Reed Holistic
(204) 786-0820 • hollowreedholistic@yahoo.ca

www.hollowreedholistic.ca
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starry cont’d from page 13
success that he achieved. I don’t believe
he ever forgave his father. The many plastic surgeries could have been an attempt
to transform himself from the outside in.
His moon in Pisces opposing the
Sun/Pluto conjunction indicates emotionally difficult experiences with females and an emotionally distant mother
– which she was. He had platonic female
friends and his two marriages were probably for convenience.
The Pluto-in-Virgo generation (19561972) is here to purify the culture and
help the earth survive. Jackson (a Virgo
Sun with a Pluto conjunct) was raised as
a Jehovah’s Witness and observed a vegetarian diet. Mercury, which is retrograde
and in Leo, can show musical genius and
homosexuality. Chiron in Jackson’s chart
is in the sign of Aquarius, indicating a
crisis over being grounded. Aquarius
rules electricity and Jackson would have
been resonating to a different frequency.
Remember the “Moonwalk” where his
feet appeared to not touch the ground?
In Jackson’s chart, Chiron opposes
Mercury in Leo and is in a hard aspect
with Mars in Taurus which rules
passion and energy. He could function
at an optimum level but he would be

challenged to find the right relationship
with love and money.
The challenging aspects between Chiron,
the wounded healer, and Venus, the goddess of love, may point to his difficulties
with young boys as love objects. That,
coupled with the square to Mars, would
further challenge him to be the “sacred
warrior” entering the earth with passion;
not raping it, but being the protector.
Jackson may have sought healing of his
childhood wounds through relationships
with children as evidenced in his creation
of his fun park Neverland.
Jackson’s karma had to do with the relationship between cause and effect and
the links between things, circumstances
and people. He seemed to not always
live in the reality of the present. Other
indications in his chart warn of the grave
danger of drug use.
The Chiron return is an opportunity
to finally heal the wounds that hold us
back from evolving with the Chirotic
force. At regular intervals in a person’s
life, the soul gives the spirit a choice:
choose the higher, more difficult path of
transformation that leads to true freedom
and bliss – or the path of least resistance,
filled with unresolved issues, guilt and
resentment. Those turning points are the

Saturn return at thirty, the Uranus opposition at forty, the Chiron return at fifty,
and the second Saturn return at sixty. It is
possible to leave the body at these critical
times of crisis and Jackson did so every
night when he chose to “knock himself
out” with a drug which did lead to his
heart stopping at age 50. It is no coincidence that many men with wounded
hearts choose cardiac arrest as a way out.
I have found that consciously working
with Chiron in the birth chart can unleash
many gifts of healing. I pray that Michael
Jackson is receiving help on spirit level
now. I am confident as I dance to “Billie
Jean” one more time that he has healed
me with his music many times over. u
Tanis Morton has been a freelance
Astrologer since 1988, and is a member
of the Manitoba Astrology Association.
She can be reached at trmorton@mts.net.
For Further Information
Chiron and the Healing Journey;
An Astrological and Psychological
Perspective by Melanie Reinhart, 1989,
Penguin Books
Pluto: The Evolutionary Journey of
the Soul by Jeff Green, 1985, Llewellyn
Publications
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Dog tired?

Is your tail
wagging you?
Come re-write
your life’s tale
at the Centre
for Conscious
Living
GET CENTRED!

Rate that Produce
• A four-digit number means the produce is conventionally grown.
• A five-digit number beginning with 9 means it's organic.
• A five-digit number beginning with 8 means
it's genetically modified (GM).

#

#
❤ Keepers of The sancTuary ❤
3rd Floor, St. Norbert Arts Centre

100 rue des Ruines du Monastère, Winnipeg

#

Muddy Water Tours Presents

Spirit Seekers
Building Bridges Between Two Worlds
Paranormal Research ● Spirit Communication ● Intuitive Development

#

Crystal Singing Bowl Healing + personal channeled message
with Hollie, Gerri & Heather. Call Hollie 897-7183 or 231-3499 for
appointment. Fee: sliding scale $50-$250

663.8400

CANADA CONFERENCE 2010

Do you want to relax, regenerate, re-align, become revived;
strengthen your connection with your Inner Divine; gain
personal insight about your life; assist with spiritual healing
for all humanity & the Earth, & connect with like/Light-minded
people? Join us at:
Regular Group Meditation every Thursday from 7:30 – 9:30 pm $5

livingconsciously.ca

Open to the public:

Saturday March 27 and Sunday March 28, 2010
Hotel Fort Garry Mezzanine Level
Early Bird tickets available Jan 1, 2010

Past Life Healing: Is a blockage from a past life hindering your
current health, career or relationships? Call Hollie at 897-7183
for appointment. Fee: sliding scale $40-$100

Topics Included:
Automatic Writing, House Clearing, Clairvoyant Children,
Mediumship, Channeling, Meditation, Numerology,
Chakra Balancing, Past Life Regression, Dowsing,
Paranormal phenomenon, Crystal Bowl Meditation, and much more.

Into The Circle: Share your healing talents. Re-energizing the
healers. First Friday of each month at 7:30-9:30 pm. $5 donation
New Moon ceremony/sharing: On actual date 7:30-9:30 pm. $5

*Seminars and speakers may change without notice.

Winter Solstice Crystal Bowl Spiritual Attunement: A
personally transformative experience, on Saturday, Dec.19,
2009, 2:00 - 4:00 pm. Rebalance to the vibration of the crystal
bowls, gong & drums as you realign your energy with that of the
planet and universe. Pre-registration appreciated & preferred.
Fee $20. Please bring yoga mat, blanket, pillow & water.

Readings available to non-conference attendees:
Sat. 10:00pm-5:00pm
Choose from angel cards, tarot, teacup,
symbols or intuitive readings.
$5 admission, $30/reading

Closed: December 21/09 – January 4/10 inclusive. Joyful Peace!

email: theheartsanctuary@mts.net
https://keepersofthesanctuary.wordpress.com

#

#

Telephone 231-3499 (V/Mail)

Visit the website as information develops

#

The Sanctuary, a not-for-profit, non-funded, volunteer based organization.
All welcome.

www.muddywatertours.ca
info@muddywatertours.ca
(204) 997-TOUR (8687)
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Banana: The

Fate of the Fruit
that Changed
the World
By Dan Koeppel
Hudson Street Press, 2008
Softcover, 270 pages, $17.00

Reviewed by ERIKA MITCHELL
anana by Dan Koeppel is a
combination of botanical, economic
and political history.
The author begins with an overview
of banana life history, explaining the
unique facts of banana botany and how
the fruit spread through its historical
range. He then turns to how the banana
was popularized in the United States [and
the Western world], and traces the history
of the companies that made it into a
household fruit far from its tropical home.
Koeppel also discusses the economic
and political impact those companies had
on the Central American countries where
the fruit was grown. Of further interest
are the diseases that have devastated
bananas since they began to be grown
industrially, and the current plague that
will likely force major changes for the
banana industry.
Having grown a few banana plants
in my living room, I was aware that
bananas reproduce by suckers, not
seeds. But I had never stopped to think
of the implications of this on disease
resistance or lack of it. Since bananas

B
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are virtually sexless, there is practically
no genetic variation that would allow for
differences in disease resistance. Thus,
when a pathogen is able to infect one
banana plant, it can infect them all.
Conditions on industrial banana
plantations, where a single crop is
planted over hundreds or even thousands
of acres, provide an ideal environment
for pathogens to overcome whatever
natural resistance the plants might have.
Koeppel describes how the big fruit
companies tried to overcome diseases
with a variety of chemical treatments,
which poisoned the workers and the
environment, and led to more resistant
pathogens rather than more bananas.
Banana is a real eye-opener on many
levels. Banana fans will learn how
bananas grow and how new varieties
are being developed. They may also
be surprised to learn that genetic
engineering, according to Koeppel,
seems to be the most promising means
of developing a new disease-resistant
variety that will satisfy consumer tastes.
Other readers may pause to reflect
on how a fruit from the tropics has
become a staple food throughout the
temperate world, at prices that make it
more affordable than locally grown fruit.
Would consumers have been so quick to
adopt this fruit if they had known that
the fruit companies manipulated the U.S.
government to overthrow governments
in fruit-producing nations so that the
banana supply would be maximally
profitable for the fruit companies?
Bananas make healthy, convenient
snacks, but are they really necessary
staples for the populations living in
temperate zones?

For Sensible Real Estate

Buying & Selling Advice

Call US!

Clara Mitchell Enns
&
Associates

452-9627

clara@claramitchellenns.com
In the Heart of the market bringing you Home.
PERFORMANCE REALTY
WINNIPEG MANITOBA
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED

Ask about our Guaranteed Home/Condo Purchase Program

CHINESE ENERGY THERAPY & HEALING
~For Health & Well Being~

JIM & DONNA are pleased to announce our services out of
VITALITY WELLNESS CENTER on 3305 Portage Ave. Wpg. MB.
10 AM - 6 PM, Monday- Friday, some Saturdays.
By appointment only please call or e-mail Donna:
204.339.2547 • 204.999.3253 • dc2cd@shaw.ca

Visit our NEW Location:

651 Corydon Avenue
(between Hugo & Daly)

Providing intuitive consultations and training with our first dimensional friends of the mineral kingdom.
Rare and plentiful selection of stones, quartz crystals, books and various spiritual tools.
Experience the energy two, 5 foot amethyst geodes while listening to recorded
guided meditations on a large cosy chair with ottoman.
Usui Reiki Workshops

We provide:
Lightarian Reiki Attunements & Body Work

Joe is a multi-dimensional facilitator accessing unlimited planes of consciousness, aiding you with your ever changing journey in life.
He provides house calls for Reiki, cleansing and blessing of abode.
Sharon is a releasing medium facilitator of negative patterns generated within the emotional body. She is gifted with an intuitive
connection to children and the elderly.
We encourage you to seek healing (emotional, mental, spiritual) through many avenues, to provide yourself with the healing gift!
You deserve it. Our work is not meant to replace the healing works of others, but to enhance it.
For a private session or to attend a class call 204.479.7526

Workshops:
Level 1 and 2 Usui Reiki – January 16 & 17
Crystal Grid for personal and practitioner healing – January 31
Children’s Rock Playshop – December 13
Split open your own gemstone to reveal a beautiful surprise.
Make your own magic wand. Ages 7 to 11
Session Room available to rent by the hour/day for qualified healing
Personal & group guided meditations on request

WINTER 2009

www.aquarianonline.com
VIEW cont’d from page 5
then allow to cool. Pour into a jam jar or
other suitable container. Cover and seal.
Banana-nut Spice Loaf
4 ripe bananas (about 1 1/2 C.)
1/4 C. sugar
2 T. peanut butter
1 T. olive oil
2 t. cinnamon
1/2 t. nutmeg
1/2 t. ground ginger
1 t. baking soda
1/2 t. salt
1 1/2 C. flour

1/2 C. walnuts or pecans, chopped
Mash bananas in a large mixing bowl.
Mix in sugar and peanut butter. Add oil,
vanilla, cinnamon, baking soda and salt.
Mix well. Stir in flour and nuts until mixed.
Do not over mix. Bake at 325 degrees for
½ hour to 45 minutes or until browned and
sides pull away from the pan.
VegHeadz Notes: You can use fewer
bananas and make up the volume
difference with non-dairy milk, juice,
tea or water. For variety, add 2 T. carob
powder or cocoa. Carob or fair trade
chocolate chips are nice, too. (Why do
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ONGOING

February 27. Manitoba Astrology AsPranic Healing clinics every 2nd sociation. Topic TBA at Place Louis
and 4th Wednesday of the month. Riel, 190 Smith St. 1-4 pm, $5 drop-in
Call Doug at 45315
16info,
17
18for19non-members,
20
516 Kenaston Blvd for 14more
21
22
23
24
252717
26 for
27 further info.
please call Colette 487-9649.

events

MARCH

JANUARY

Yoga Philosophy with Ian Whicher
lotusyoga.wordpress.com. dhyanajustl
@gmail.com.
14
15
16
17
18
19
January 30. Manitoba
Astrology
As- 26
21
22
23
24
25
sociation. Topic TBA at Place Louis
Riel, 190 Smith St. 1-4 pm, $5 drop-in
for non-members. Call Doug at 4532717 for further info.

events

FEBRUARY
February 21. LIGHT Spiritual film
series. Robert A. Steen C.C., 7 pm,
Admission free.

events

we recommend fair trade chocolate?
Ordinary chocolate is commonly the
product of abusive child labour on
African plantations. You can often
find fair trade chocolate chips where
organic foods are sold. See the listings
at www.fairtrademanitoba.ca and www.
aquarianonline.com/guide.) u

March 20. Semi Annual PSYCHIC FAIR
Unity Centre, Arlington at Portage 10-6
Psychics, Readings, Spirity stuff to
20
buy. To rent space call 792-4657 asap.

19

It’s not the
Desintation
...it’s the
Journey!

2010
New Thought
Conference
“The Journey”
thejourney.shawwebspace.ca

GET CENTRED

TRAVEL THE PATH WITH US

See you at the

Jan 22-24, 2010

livingconsciously.ca
663.8400

27

APRIL
April 30 & May 1 - 2. Discovering the
Power Within Releasing the Past &
Connecting With Powerful Inner Resources. Call John Tozeland 229-5734
www.trance-action.com
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Where to find The Aquarian
Our thanks to the people who make The Aquarian available at the following locations.
16
17
18
19
20
Downtown/Osborne14 15Eastern
Healing Ctr.
21
22
23
24
25
26
Artspace
A Natural Way to Health27
Men’s Resource Centre Libraries: Charleswood,
Bikram Yoga
River Heights
Chocolate Shop
McNally-Robinson
Cousin’s Deli & Bar
Radiance Gifts
Health Sciences Centre Spiritualist Fellowship
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Libraries: Millennium,
Church
21
22
23
24
25
26
Osborne
Pier Escapes 27
Education Resource Ctr. World of Water,
1685 Corydon
(MHERC)
St. Boniface
Mondragon
Dr. Feasey’s
Movie Village
Chiropractic Ctr.
Papa George’s
Natalie Leonard
Organza
Chiropractic
Second Cup
St. Boniface
Shifting Sands
Health Ctr.
Vita Health
Tattoo’s by Strider
The Forks:
Tache Therapeutic Ctr.
Distant Caravans
St. Vital
Hempyrean
A Healthier Way to Live
Smoothie Bar
Borowski Health Foods
University of Winnipeg
Kas Sky
Wolseley
Libraries: Louis Riel,
Cornish Library
St. Vital, Windsor Park
Hollow Reed Holistic
Radiance Massage
Humbolt Legacy
Therapy
Lotus House
Winnipeg Reflexology Etc.
Organic Planet
St. Norbert:
Prairie Sky Books
The Sanctuary
The Shoe Doctor
Fort Garry
Corydon/River Heights
Back In Motion
Artemisia
Vita Health - Kenaston
Cosmic Tools
Libraries: Fort Garry,
Down to Earth
Pembina Trail

events

events

Pembina Chiropractic Ctr. Hwy. 9: Harry’s Foods
University of MB (UMSU) Killarney: L. Van Damme
Lockport: Revitalize
Women’s Resource Ctr.
Lorette: Evelyn’s Wigs
St. James/Portage
Pinawa: Unfolding
Deer Lodge Centre
Handicrafts
Harry’s Foods
Pine Falls: Through the
House of Nutrition
Arbour
Libraries: St. James,
Portage la Prairie:
Westwood, West End
Mall: Spirit Path
Sundragon Studios
Nutrition House - Polo Park Healing Centre
Serenity Oasis, Canad Inn
Star Grill
Selkirk:
Vitality Wellness
Divas
West Kildonan/
Clear Lake:
GardenCity
North End Women’s Ctr. Elkhorn Resort
Sangsters - Garden City Sioux Lookout:
Crows Cupboard
Shopping Ctr
St. Andrews:
The Stone Lotus
Waterdance Therapies
Massage Therapies
St. Laurent:
West-Kildonan Library:
General Store, P. Bradley
Wow Faktr
Stonewall: Resource
East Kildonan
Library, Yvonne Jansen
Libraries: Henderson,
The Pas: V. McDuff,
Munroe, Transcona
Tri Family Health/Mystik
Outside Winnipeg
Arnes: D. Perrin-Truscott Visions
Winnipeg Beach: Parks
Brandon: Garson:
Harvest Moon Cafe, Earth Grocery
Around Town
’n Sole, Debbie Kool
Gimli: D. Perrin Truscott, Beausejour, Birds Hill,
Dauphin, Grand Marais,
Fish Lips Hemp Shop
Morden, Rivers, Sandy
Gratton: MTT Service,
Hook, St. Adolphe,
Horndean: Merle
Hwy 2: Souris Rock Shop Ste. Rose du Lac

Rediscover Your Own Inner Strength and Knowing!
Are you looking for a deeper perspective on your life and current issues?
Wondering how to get out of stuck mode and into the flow?
Part of experiencing this ‘game’ called life is overcoming obstacles and issues, but HOW you
overcome them makes all of the difference. Leave drama and chaos behind and learn ways to
gently and easily move through your resistance to become more fully who you truly are.
Resistance seems to be a part of the human journey. Becoming aware of your unconscious blocks
helps you to truly understand the roots of ‘why’ you are executing certain behaviours – staying
in a career that isn’t fulfilling your true purpose, undervaluing yourself or being undervalued in
relationships, health problems that keep you trapped and unable to move forward – all of this can
change. The key is to ‘know thyself’ and learn to intuit the solutions of what you need to do to
overcome your particular issues. All resistance can be worked through, no matter ‘how deep’ it
feels to you.
Maureen Becker has channelled for 6 years now – first with Angels and through energy work and
now with the collective consciousness Securely Attached to Mankind (SAM).
If you are looking for a supportive, non-judging environment where you can be guided in
unlayering your issues without overwhelming yourself or pulling up too much resistance, give
Maureen and SAM a try.
Services continue to change, based on your needs but currently Maureen offers:
• Individual life coaching sessions, energy work (Flashlights) and Essence Boosts with SAM
• Individual or group card readings with Angels, Spirit Guides or SAM
• The online ‘House’ membership that offers weekly messages and tools that SAM has tailor-made
for members based on current issues, including a free Essence Boost once a month
• Group mentorships and workshops on different themes, usually chosen by what House members
would benefit from most
• Live Channel Events – a way to see SAM live in action...no events planned until the New Year
• Coming Soon – Teleconferencing Workshops with SAM

To stay in touch with what Source Within offers, join their email list through the website.

For more information on all services:

www.sourcewithin.com • 275-1704

Ruby Holistic Healing offers The Reconnection,
Reconnective Healing, Foot Reflexology & Massage Therapy.
The Reconnection, Reconnective Healing & Foot Reflexology are performed by Claude Leonard.
Beth Kettner is a Registered Massage Therapist. These sessions are approximately one hour in
length, except for the initial visit which can last up to 90 minutes at no additional cost.
Call 783-5715 now and book your appointment with Claude Leonard or Beth Kettner RMT.
For additional explanation or for fees and hours of operation please visit our web site at www.WinnipegReconnection.com or call us.

Listed below is the location of other Reconnective Healing Practitioners in Manitoba.
Every other energy healing modality is a subset of Reconnective Healing.

Bernadette Cooke

Claude Leonard

Certified Reconnective Healing Practitioner
Reconnective Kids Practitioner
Reflexologist
License Practical Nurse
Your Heart’s Desire Workshop
Q2 Foot Spa
(204) 467-5906 or (204) 461-1351
bccooke@shaw.ca
Winnipeg / St. Vital & Stonewall

Lana Taylor

Reconnective Healing Practitioner
The Reconnection
Foot Reflexology
Drum Making
Angels & Spirits Card Reading
Learn to Meditate
(204) 783-5715
claude@winnipegreconnection.com
Winnipeg / Wolseley

Holly Nagamori-Cain

Reconnective Healing Practitioner
The Reconnection
(204) 489-3026 or (204) 509-3026
lanataylor@shaw.ca
Winnipeg / St. James

health

Marcy Lester

Shirley Wengier-Medwid

Reconnective Healing Practitioner
The Reconnection
(204) 389-2112
Reconnect@mts.net
Interlake / Winnipeg Beach Area

services

ACCUPUNCTURE
Dr. Xiuyin Wang, Acupuncturist, Chinese Medicine, Herbs......... www.avotresanteinc.com 475-7683
ASTROLOGY
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sat. of month, Place Louis Riel.............Call Dorothy Tytgat 489-7063
Channeling
Card Readings & Life Coaching w/ channelled messages–SAM & angel guides–www.sourcewithin.com 275-1704
Chi kung/qi gong
Erika Bera: Cultivating Your Life Energy.............................................ebera@shaw.ca or (204) 897-6324
CHIROPRACTORS
Feasey Chiropractic and Wellness Center, 7-208 Marion St. (Network Spinal Analysis).........237-0210
Dr. Natalie Leonard, 195 Provencher Blvd., Network Spinal Analysis....................................... 237-6726
COUNSELLORS
Joan McLaren, Ph.D., Affordable counselling for women, men, children & couples.............. 489-5017
Lise Dupuis, “Working with you on your healing & change”.............www.lisedupuis.com 944-8407
Bahram Moterassed, MMFT Individual, couple & family therapy. 17 yrs experience ..1(888) 823-3696
CRaniosacral Therapy
CranioSacral for Women, Children and Pets.....................................................277 Aubrey St. / 885-6013
Christine Chisholm, RMT, CIMI, do you have old injuries?.......... www.avotresanteinc.com 475-7683
CRYSTALS
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave............................. www.radiancegifts.com or 284-4231
EAR CANDLING
Monique Couture & Janis Rosen (certified by Cheryl Stoodley)..............................257-6978, 475-3444
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques)
Basic & Followup Support. EFT-emotional freedom therapy............................... MJ Dresler...232-4499
HAWAIIAN HUNA KANE MASSAGE
Monique L. Dorge, Practitioner & Facilitator..................................................................................254-8563
Catherine Eby, Sessions/Classes, www.rmhs.byregion.net....................................................... 452-3277
HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY
Catherine Holmes (Hypnosis , E.F.T. , Counselling, Consultant) Private Classes--for appt.......888-7053
Catherine Eby, B.A., Hypnotherapy, Time Line Therapy, www.rmhs.byregion.net................ 452-3277
Monique L. Dorge..........................................................................................hunakane@mts.net 254-8563
Evelyn Anderson.............................................................................................. www.naturalwaytoheal.com
Infant massage classes
Christine Chisholm, RMT, CIMI, for parents/grandmothers........ www.avotresanteinc.com 475-7683
Integrated Energy therapy
Wilma Wood, Healing with the Energy of Angels......................................................................... 256-1099
Life coach
Jacquie Holmes, willing to know your inner/outer authenticity... www.avotresanteinc.com 475-7683

Reconnective Healing Practitioner
The Reconnection
Certified Tarot Reader
Intuitive for Self-Discovery
(204) 803-9527
mvl@mts.net
Winnipeg / St.Boniface

Reconnective Healing Practitioner
The Reconnection
(204) 227-7300
samedwid@yahoo.ca
South Winnipeg

MASSAGE
Barb Cantley, RMT, Remedial, Hot Stone, www.stonelotusmassage.com.....................................223-9044
PILATES
Fitness with grace...................................................................... 2 Studios in St. Vital: 255-0939, 233-3996
PSYCHICS/READINGS
Psychic/Spiritual Readings & Counselling (Spirit Communication) by Carole........................ 487-0641
Psychosomatic Therapy
Body-Mind Communication Analysis Monique L. Dorge, practitioner , hunakane@mts.net 254-8563
RAPID EYE TECHNOLOGY
Deborah Chester, RET, Reiki Master, Focusing Practitioner.... Rev.D.L.Chester@simplyconnected.ca
Reconnective Healing
Lana Taylor, Reconnective Healing Practitioner, LanaTaylor@shaw.ca..................................... 509-3026
Claude - Lvl 3 Reconnective Healing & Reconnection Practitioner....... www.WinnipegReconnection.com
Claude - Everything else is a subset of Reconnective Healing....www.WinnipegReconnectiveHealing.com
Claude - Every other energy healing modality is a subset of Reconnective Healing..........................783-5715
REFlexology
Laura Carroll, Reiki Master/Teacher, Reflexology, Nova Holistic Center.................................. 488-4576
Shona’s Soul Touch, RCRT, Reiki Master Practitioner www.shonasoultouch.com..................832-3182
Rebirthing/breathwork
Stephan Pfund–Learn to Breathe Energy! sessions/classes, spfund@mts.net........................786-1070
REIKI
Catherine Eby, Master/Teacher, www.rmhs.byregion.net.......................................................... 452-3277
StacyLee Master/Teacher Usui & Crystal Therapy.............................................HealingHands 996-9921
Helen Sklavenitis RMT/Reiki, Usui Karuna, Lightarian Angel Links & Karmic Release......................291-4831
resort & spa
Solstice Spa at the Elkhorn Resort, Onanole, MB...........1-866–ELKHORN www.elkhornresort.mb.ca
SELF REGULATION THERAPY (SRT)
Lise Dupuis, For emotional & physical healing . ...................................www.lisedupuis.com 944-8407
Therapeutic Touch™
Mary Jean Dresler, EFT Counselling, EFT workshops............................. mjdresler@mts.net 232-4499
VISCERAL MANIPULAtION
Craniosacral, Lymph Drainage, Brain Nuclei, Reiki, Spirit Body Healing........................ (204) 785-1463
WEIGHT LOSS management
Sue Mazur AT, CH – “Bios Life Slim” – Weight Loss Product.........................for info call (204) 232-1194
YOGA
ESSENCE YOGA with Kirti Kaur (aka Deborah Smith), R.Y.T. Hatha & Kundalini Yoga.......... 792-3341
Private & group instruction for adults & children with Dhyana.... lotusyoga.wordpress.com / 453-7605

We're in a free fall into the future. We don't know where we're going. Things are changing so fast. And always when you’re going through
a long tunnel, anxiety comes along. But all you have to do to transform your hell into a paradise is to turn your fall into a voluntary act.
It’s a very interesting shift of perspective. Joyfully participate in the sorrows of the world and everything changes. 		
											

				

Joseph Campbell, Sukhavati

